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Special Homecoming Edition
AASU's Official Student Newpaper

New Changes in Advisement and Advance
Registration are only a Phone Call Away!

It's no secret that the ma- the Psychology Department visement, but felt that adviNearly all the students
jority of students on the AASU and Advisement Center cur- sors should have more time present at the meeting said
campus are not happy with the rently have, but this is still in to advise, and that they that they didn't care whether
current academic advisement the planning stages, not a should be better trained to the person advising them was
and registration process. Stu- promised reality, so don't get respond to the concerns of in their department or andents have complained for your hopes up too soon.
students.
other. What mattered was
years that there was not enough
Many of the improveMany students took of- being advised by someone
time to get advised before ad- ments suggested for advise- fense that professors ex- who was knowledgeable
vance registration began. Stu- ment have come from stu- pected them to read the with the content of the
dents wanting to take classes dents who were invited to course catalogue and be courses, knew how often the
such as English 101 needed to meet with Dr. Richard aware of all the various poli- courses were offered and
be in the registration line at Nordquist, Greg Anderson, ties therein. While they saw what mandatory outside
least an hour before the doors and Pete Mastopoulos, to the merit in coming to an hours (not listed in the course
opened.
voice their opinions on ad- advisor prepared for which catalogue) were required.
Often, students who didthe visement and registration.
courses they wanted and
As to the suggestion of
right thing by going to get adEveryone present at the needed to take, they were dropping advisement for de
vised before registering, found meeting that the Inkwell staff concerned that the course clared majors and giving
themselves unable to get into attended agreed that the cur- catalogue too often failed to them a guide sheet to follow
any but the most odd hour rent system of advisement mention important facts, like on their own, one student re
courses.
and advance registration oc- whether the course required sponded, "Requirements
Recently, faculty and ad- curring in the same time personal transportation to off change, Often you get to
ministrators have begun to re- frame was not advantageous, campus sites, or the purchase class and it is nothing like
spond to student's concerns by Almost every student at the of expensive equipment. Stu- what you thought it would
holding several informal meet- meeting related some horror dents were particularly upset be. The catalogue does not
ing to discuss possible story about advisement, and when the catalogue failed to provide adequate informachanges. Among them, the expressed concerns that ad- mention that certain classes tion."
implementation of staggered visement had become less of required mandatory attenOne student said that she
registration wherein seniors a helpful one-on-one session dance to on and off campus would like for advisement to
have first pick of classes, then with a knowledgeable profes- events including, individual be offered all the time, not
juniors, sophomores and fresh- sor, and more of an autograph and group research projects, just at registration, and
men. This policy begins imfne- seeking campaign to beat the lectures, and clinical/training stressed that seniors would
diately and will apply to ad- mad rush at the registration hours that their advisors also make good advisors. "I want
vance registration for spring, line before all the choice knew nothing about.
to help the next person comKing Crowned King! Edward King made AASU history
Also
in
the
works
will
be
classes
were
gone.
Having
an
advisor
to
ing along and try not to give
as he becomes the first male homecoming King during
the
long
awaited
telephone
and
One
student
said
that
she
warn
you
of
these
hidden
them all the negative stuff,
half time of the men's basketball game Saturday night
on-line (vs. in-line) rtgistra- had been at Armstrong for expectations would be help- You can't be advised during
against Francis Marion.
tion. Pete Mastopoulos re- over two years without ful, but often the information registration because it's a
ported during a meeting with choosing an advisor. "I don't doesn't come from profes- madhouse. You can't see a
students, that Georgia Tech has have an advisor," the woman sors so much as it does from faculty member. I think they
begun registering students over stated. "It [advisement] was peers who have actually been all hide in a little room somethe World Wide Web, and that more of a hassle..."
in the class and can tell you where."
such a policy would eventually She stated that the instructor what to expect.
Another student agreed
come to Armstrong as well, who was originally her adviPeer advisement is popu- that trying to match her
The graduate department at sor was impolite and that lar on campus. One student schedule to that of her proArmstrong will allow graduate there was no person-to-per- said that she received better fessor for advisement was
students to begin registering by son contact. She basically advisement from her sister almost impossible. She did
phone as early as this spring, made out her own schedule and cousin than she did from not like having registration
but undergraduate students will and got a professor in her de- her advisor. "I learned a lot and advisement in the same
have to wait a while longer partment to sign it without standing in the registration week and felt they needed to
before such a program is of- discussion.
line!" she stated. "Students be separated. It s crazy the
fered school-wide.
Another student chose to tell you who the easy profes- other way. You have to be
Changes in the advisement be advised in the library: "My sors are and what the best advised in one hour and stand
process are less certain, but experience with the Advise- classes are to take."
in line for four, then go get a
some of the suggestions issued ment Center in the Library
Some departments con- signature and stand in line
thus far include dropping man- has been fine, but I'm almost sistently received poor marks two more hours."
Myrah Duncan (center) and Latisa Kennedy (far right) were tied datory advisement for students a junior now and will have to from students in regards to
Students at the meeting
for Homecoming Queen.They are shown here with their escorts who are declared majors and get help soon. It's easier to be advisement, particularly in were excited about being
and Homecoming King, Edward King.
already know what course of an undeclared major," she the fields of Nursing, Educa- given a chance to take part
action they should take. It was stated.
tion and Learning Support in planning improvements in
suggested that declared majors
She liked the on-line reg- where there were not enough the advisement system, and
would meet with an advisor at istration in the library and advisors to help all the stu- who better to suggest imthe beginning of their studies thought that every major de- dents who needed to be provements than those whom
and be given a list of classes partment should have their helped.
the improvements will affect
NEW PROCEDURES FOR
they needed to take in a given own advisement center with
"The people they have most,
time period. Students could trained individuals who did now in my department don't
The staff of the Inkwell
ADVANCE REGISTRATION
then follow this program with- nothing but advise during have time to advise," said wishes to congratulate all
out having to be advised each registration and advisement one student who complained those involved in working to
time they registered. This idea so that there was always of having to play phone tag make life a little less stresspleased many, but others someone available.
with her assigned advisor, ful by improving the adviseweren't as thrilled. Some facOne student suggested She said she spent two weeks ment and registration proulty felt that students couldn't that trained seniors or gradu- trying to get advised by cesses. We will continue to
be trusted to take the courses ate students from each de- someone in her department update you on future changes
they needed on their own and partment be given free gradu- and was bounced around and welcome your suggessome students felt the faculty ation fees for offering to ad- from one faculty member to tions and comments on the
was being unrealistic in pro- vise freshmen and sopho- another.
subject,
posing that students keep up mores. This idea seemed to
The student said she even por further information on
with all the changes in degree appeal to the administrators tried to contact the depart- the current and proposed
requirements about which fac- present, who had to admit ment head, but that she was changes in advance registraulty would have more knowl- that seniors would know hardly ever there and so the tion you might wish to refer
more about the course con- student finally went to her to a last minute submission
ecjge
an
The possibility of
on- tent of classes and class loads, cousin's advisor in the by Records Manager Craig
line advisement system where but were concerned that they Chemistry Department to get Morrison, on page 5 of this
advisers would be able t0 reg- might also be more biased a signature!
edition of the Inkwell.
ister students for class® with- and thus adversely affect a
Dr. Nordquist agreed that |Tbete,w,nlCTrfmo„5^7»q
out their ever ha.vin£ ^ loave students choice of classes certain departments had wi//will be published on February
the office was also suggested, based on what they thought more students than they £ ™
but at the current time- this was of the personality of the pro- could handle for advisement Une of Febniary 14 win be pubdeemed financially itu^We. fessor, or difficulty level of and that many of the students
A suggested alternative was to the class.
were leaking into the ad- ter is March 14. The paper will be
room
None of the students visement center in search of publishedon March27th.
for each deptutment, tnuch like present wanted to give up ad- help.
provide

an

advisement

What do we do? SGA Secretary
Lorie Wiliams explains what it
is like to be an executive officer
In case you were contem
plating running for an execu
tive office, I thought I would
provide a list of the constitu
tional requirements of the of
fices. In addition, I'll try to tell
you what the student's illus
trated doesn't. But first let me
tell you what you get from the
office.
You can learn how to af
fect change on this campus and
on campuses throughout the
University System of Georgia.
You will know how to lead stu
dents by the time you end your
term of service, if you serve.
You can fill your resume with
your accomplishments. You
can fill your personal parking
space with your car. You can
also pay for tuition with your
stipend. As a graduating
[hopefully in June] senior and
as a two-term Treasurer, I can
say that I learned as much if
not more by serving students
than I learned in the classroom.
Now, for what you have to
do... The following is copied
out of the Students Illustrated
pages 26 and 27:

cabinet.
3. Present as President of
the Senate with the power to
vote in the case of a tie.
4. Not be absent for more
than 2 meetings.
5. Determine what an ex
cused absence is in the case of
absence of Senators.
Duties of the Offices of Secre
tary and Treasurer:
1. In addition to maintain
ing the Senate roll, the Secre
tary is responsible for the re
cording and distribution of
minutes for the Senate, Cam
pus Union Board, TrafficCourt, and other SGA commit
tees as directed by the SGA
President.
2. The Secretary is also
responsible for the preparation,
collection and distribution of
all SGA and CUB correspon
dence.
3. The Treasurer is respon
sible for financial reports to the
Senate and Campus Union
Board, chairs the Finance
Committee and serves as a
member of the Athletic Com
mittee.
4. The Secretary and Trea
Duties of the Office of Presi
sure have no vote in the Sen
dent
1. Having a cabinet con ate.
sisting of the Vice President,
Secretary, Treasurer, and any Please note that our Constitu
other position which he deems tion is not politically correct,
necessary for the administra but I thought it important to
tion of the Student Govern state that in spite of the male
ment Association.
pronoun references in the Con
2. Appoint any committee stitution, the past two and the
which he deems necessary to current President use the fe
provide for the administration male pronoun.
of the Student Government As
That's all the Constitution
sociation.
says, but as one famous ball
3. Call meetings of the player once said, "It ain't over
Student Government Associa 'til its over." All executives
tion when deemed necessary. agree to give up every Tues
Such meetings shall be sched day and Thursday for the
uled two weeks in advance on whole year. All executives
the Student Activities Calendar agree to be stopped on campus
and must be publicized suffi anytime by any student to hear
ciently.
legitimate [and sometimes not
4. Call special meetings of so legitimate] concerns [com
the Student Senate.
plaints], All executives agree
5. Veto a tie.
to work their butts off to solve
6. Fill vacant office by problems brought to them by
appointment with approval of the students. All executives
2/3 of Senate.
agree to do anything within
7. Present at all Senate their power to motivate/in
meetings without a vote.
spire/beat into a frenzy the
8. Serves as member of the Senate to work together to
Conduct Committee and the solve student's problems. All
Publications Board.
executives agree to give up lots
Duties of the Office of Vice of time to attend almost all of
President
the programs sponsored by the
1. Assume the duties of the Campus Union Board. All ex
President in his absence from, ecutives agree to give more
or vacation of, the office of than they thought possible and
President.
get more than they could
2. Serve on the President's dream.

February 14, 1997
Whether it is to a miscarriage or to
a long illness at age 60, there is no
painless way to lose a child. But
there surely can't be a more crushing
way to lose an offspring than to a
wanton, random murderer, as jn the
case of Bill and Camille Cosby
This American icon, Cosby, had
opened his heart in his writings to tell
us how much he wanted just 0ne son
to carry on the family name. He had
told us how he had advised his son,
Ennis, to strive for anonymitv — ob
viously as protection against those
resentful or covetous of the CosbV
family's wealth and fame, those
potential kidnapers and killers
But Bill Cosby's only son has been
shot dead in the wee hours while
trying to change a tire on his car
alongside a Los Angeles freeway
We recently got a barrage' of
dubious statistics about a great
decline in crime in the FBI's
Uniform Crime Reports. We were
told that the overall rate of crime in
America dropped to its lowest level
in a decade in 1995, down 4 percent
from 1994 and 1 i .3 percent since the
1980s Our media focused on this
"good news," almost to the exclusion
of noting that there were 1,800,000
incidents of violence reported in
1995, a figure 21 percent higher than
just 10 years earlier.
All statistics aside, we live jn a
society where no family is immune
to sudden death, or to the unspeak
able grief that came to the Cosby
family in a telephone call.
The recent FBI statistics suggest
ing a great reduction in crime reflect
the need for politicians to prove that
their recent panaceas have worked.
We have gone through an era
dominated by politicians who
screamed that the way to reduce

Coming Soon to
Jenkins Auditorium
crime was to put thousands more
policemen on the streets; to arrest
more young, jobless, ill-educated
males; to build more prisons; to ex
ecute more offenders. A lot of juris
dictions have shaded the statistics to
try to prove that this anti-crime for
mula is working.
1 say that the murders of Ennis
Cosby in Los Angeles and JonBenet
Ramsey in Boulder, Colo., the
bombings in Atlanta, and the myriad
other current acts of violence repre
sent a sickness of spirit in America,
not a shortage of prison beds and
electric chairs. I remain convinced
that the resort to more and more
state-sanctioned executions only
adds to that sickness of spirit. The
widening income gap between rich
and poor does not summon a greater
respect for human life.
But the politicians who hold sway
in America today are not inclined to
change the climate and culture of
violence. They turn a d eaf ear to the
cries of the needy. So they will go on
bamboozling Americans into believ
ing that their draconian agenda for
broader punishments will reduce
crime — eventually.
While we wait for what will never
come, a lot of parents famous and
unmentioned will cry rivers of tears.
©1997 by King Features Synd.

Irish Travellers, also known as "tinkers comprise a very
small, but interesting segment of Irish society.
Dublin born folk-singer and multi-instumentalist, Tom
O'Carroll, brings a wealth of stories, humor and wit to
his performances. Don't miss him on Monday, March 3
in the Jenkins Auditorium. Sponsored by VAPAC

EN J0 YFIVE WEEKS IN THE HEART OF ENGLAND STUDYING LITERATURE,
HISTORY, T HEATRE, AND 8RITISH CULTURE.

EARN,* QUARK* HOURS OF CREDIT IN THIS UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF GEORGIA
STUDY A8R0AD PROGRAM.

#1 Cause of Suicide

London Summer'97
Spend five weeks next summer (June 22-Julv 27, 1997) in tke keart of literary and
historical England. Classes in British Theatre, British Culture, and the Literature of
London will meet in central London, with housing at a nearhy hed & breakfast.
Tour London's museums, galleries, churchyards, and parks. Expl ore neighborhoods
famous for their historif^l or literary connections—or for their eccentric or ghostly
reputations. Attend several theatre productions, and make backstage visits to the
National Theatre and to
Shakespeare's newfy restored
Tke Britisk studies Program is open to all college and university
Globe Theatre. Traveling hv
students--University SyBtem of Georgia and otkenvise. Up to 12
coach or by British Rad, enjoy
quarter kours of credit (undergraduate or graduate) is availakle:
Britisk Culture (5), Britisk Tkeatre (5), Literature of London (2).
day trips beyond London to
Credits are normally transferrakle to kome institutions.
such notable destinations as
Undergraduates skould kave a GPA of at least 2.5; graduates at
Stonehenge,
Canterbury,
least 3.0.
Oxford, Avebury, Stratford,
and Cambridge. In addition,
Supervision and instruction ky Dr. Rickard Nordquist, Professor of
Englisk and Assistant Dean of Academic Services at Armstrong
with
your
weekends
Atlantic Mate University; Dr. Roger Warkck, founder of tke
unscheduled, you will have
Britisk Studies Program and Professor of History Emeritus at
plenty of opportunities to
Armstrong Atlantic State University; and Dr. Keitk Connelly of
venture out on your own.
tke University of London. For further information an J application
The estimated program cost
of $3,595 (not including
University System tuition)
covers
round-trip
airfare,
lodging, meals, theatre tickets,
and excursions. The application
deadline is March 17, 1997.

materials, contact:
Dr. Rickard Nordquist
Office of Nontradit ional Learning
Armstrong Atlantic State LTruversity
Savannak, Georgia 31419
Pkone (912) 921 5626
E-mail: rickard nordquist@mailgate.armstrong.edu

CALL 9/2/92/5626 FOPAWITiONAliNFORMATION
AND A C OPY OF THt Sums*Sruv/ws Ntwsirrm

Study in London/Summer

The biggest threat
to depression is your
awareness of it.

V7

Oil-Campus Interviews
Foot Locker will be recruiting for
Winter/Spring Graduates to serve
in Management Trainee Positions
between 9:00 A.M and 2:00 P.M.
on Tuesday, February 25.
If you are interested in appearing
for an interview, please sign-up in
the Career Library (2nd Floor
MCC) by February 19th.

UNTREATED

DEPRESSION
http://www.save.org

Rrmstrong Rtlantic
State University
11935 flbercorn Street
S a v a n n a h , Gfl 3 1 4 1 9
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mailgate.armstrong.edu
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The Inkwell is published and distrib
uted bi-weekly, five times during the
Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters on
alternate Wednesdays. Copies are
available in distribution boxes
throughout the campus or can be subscribed to by mail for $24 a year.
The Inkwell welcomes letters
and comments for improvement pro
vided that they are clearly written or
typed. All letters submitted for pub
lication must be signed and a phone
number should be provided for veri
fication purposes. Names will be
withheld upon request.
The Inkwell welcomes public
announcements, press releases, etc.
Such information will be published
free of charge at the discretion of the
editorial staff.
The comments and opinions ex
pressed in this publication do not neces

Call 927-5269for more information.
Mike and Marsha Anderson were wed to each other over the winter holidays. Mike earned his B a
Psychology at ASC and was later stationed in Italy. He was allowed to fly home for the weddin ht
g'
returned to Italy just days later. Some of you may remember Mike from his acting with the
Masquers. Marsha says it's hard to be married and separated all in the same week, but speaks w'th
Mike often. The last time he called, he was out water skiing with his dog Jack. Somehow, where
Mike is concerned, that almost sounds normal. We wish Mike and Marsha all the best...

sarily express the opinions of anyone
other than the person who has written
them and are not to be taken as a reflec
tion upon the views of the faculty, ad
ministrators, the University System of
Georgia or the Board of Regents.

opinions, etc.
Engelbrecht raping her.
The case marked the first
time
a cadet has accused a
By R obert Poole Jr.
It's not always what you classmate of rape since the
know, but who you know as academy began enrolling
well. Tell that to the Georgia women 20 years ago.
State Trooper who pulled over The prosecutor, Capt. Dean
WSAV's Anchor Susan Rod Raab, told the court in summa
man. "Was I speeding ociffer?" tion that it didn't make sense
According to the Savannah for the woman, who claimed
Morning News articlebased on to have been a virgin, to sud
the officer's report, her blood/ denly become "a sexual preda
alcohol level was either a .11 tor."
(He says) or a .09 (She says). Engelbrecht's defense attorney
She actually argued the differ focused on the woman's in
ence. Either way she was Geor ability to remember details,
gia Law drunk! Can you be and inconsistencies in her
lieve she actually got off? I story.
wonder why this wasn't on Engelbrecht would had faced
television sooner? A fine of a life in a military prison or dis
few hundred $$$$ and some missal from the Army if c on
community service. Zell, your victed.

Madame CJ. Walker
Makes Millions
Playing it Straight

Poole's Opinion

By BJ English
Born in December of 1867, Sa
rah Breedlove McWilliams Walker
had little chance of a wealthy lifeSarah's parents were ex-slaves
turned sharecroppers on the Burney
family plantation in Louisiana. She
was orphaned at age six and was
sent to live with a sister in Missis
sippi.
Sarah had little formal educa
tion and was married off to one Mr.
McWilliams with whom she had a
daughter named A'Lelia in 1885.
When McWilliams died two years
later, Sarah and her daughter moved
to St. Louis, Missouri where she had
an idea to start a cosmetic company
when she began to lose her hair!
Sarah said she prayed to God
to save her hair and in a dream, she
received the formula for a unique
hair growth treatment for African
American women. The product,
called Stussy, straightened and soft
ened hair.
She began mixing the product
in her home, began selling it door
to door and eventually added the
prefix, Madame, to her name.
In no time, she and her cosmet
ics products began known the world
over. Before her death in 1919, she
became a millionaire and was one
of the first American women to be
come a millionaire of any race.
How's that for playing it
straight!

DUI laws only work on some
people. Robert Poole Jr.
SUNY Student Arrested
It's not always what you
In Child-Porn Sting
know, but who you know as
well. Tell that to the Georgia By College Press Service
ALBANY—A sting operation
State Trooper who pulled over
WSAV's anchor Susan Rod targeting child pornography on
man.
"Was I speeding the Internet led to the Jan. 21
ociffer?" According to the Sa arrest of a State University of
vannah Morning News article New York-Albany student.
based on the officer's report, Nathaniel Levy, a 21-year-old
her blood/alcohol level was senior, is accused of using
either a .11 (He says) or a .09 America OnLine to download
(She says). She actually ar 35 pictures of children as
gued the difference. Either young as 18 months engaging
way she was Georgia Law in sexual acts with adults, ac
drunk! Can you believe she cording to the New York At
actually got off? I wonder why torney General Dennis C.
this wasn't on television Vacco.
sooner? A fine of a few hun Investigators said he used a
computer in his Manhattan
dred $$$$ and some commu
nity service. Zell, your DUI apartment to download the
pictures, then set up a meeting
laws only work on some
with undercover officers to
people.
trade the pictures for porno
graphic videos.
West Point Cadet
He was arrested at his Albany
Acquitted Of Rape dorm room and charged with
promoting the sexual perfor
By College Press Service
WEST POINT, N.Y—A West mance of a child, a felony pun
Point cadet accused of raping ishable by up to seven years
a female classmate after an off- in prison.
campus party was acquitted "The Internet is an invaluable
tool for sharing information
Jan. 24.
James P. Engelbrecht, 22, told around the globe," Vacco said.
a court-martial jury that he did "It has also become a play
not know the woman had been ground for perverts."
drinking heavily when she Levy supposedly told investi
climbed into bed with him. He gators that he wants to be kin
also said the female cadet ini dergarten teacher, which
Vacco said is "especially dis
tiated the sex.
Another cadet told the military turbing."
court that he walked into the Joel Blumenthal, a SUNY-A1room and saw the woman bany spokesperson, said the
university was not aware that
straddling Engelbrecht.
The party was held last Memo Levy, a senior psychology
rial Day Weekend at the New major, had an interest in teach
Jersey home of another cadet. ing children.
The woman testified that she "We don't know if that's true,"
had passed out in a bed, then he said. "We have no educa
woke in pain to find tion major."

Premarin for Menopause:
a bitter pill to take

tate human estrogens. So, why
Go to any barn and chances pens 3.5 x 8 feet wide.
Urine is collected with a do women continue to take
are that the person touting a
bag of carrots, mucking a stall suspended harness, urine bag Premarin?
According to doctors,
or riding a horse is a woman, and surgical tubing. The mares
disturbingly, many of these are not excercised and the col women feel that a substance
same women unknowingly lection devices chaff their legs derived from horse urine is
support the Premarin® indus and lower bellies raw. The ani more natural than synthetic
try, an industry that profits mals are limited to six to eight estrogens made from plants,
from the misery and death of gallons of water per day (nor plus Doctors have been distrib
millions of mares and foals, mal intake is 10 gallons) to pre uting premarin for nearly 50
while operating under the vent "diluting" of the product. years and many women are not
guise of "the guardian of Mares that can no longer pro made aware that there are al
duce enough estrogen to sus ternatives.
women's health."
If you are concerned about
Premarin is the most fre tain the profit margin are sen
the
treatment of pregnant
quently prescribed estrogen re on a final trip to the slaughter
placement drug today. Millions house, along with most of the mares, there is something you
can do. Educate your physician
of women use it to prevent os foals born on the farms.
There is an alternative to about Premarin, horse abuse
teoporosis and heart disease
following a hysterectomy or Premarin. Plant derived syn and alternative plant based
thetic estrogen such as synthetic estrogen. Boycott
the onset of menopause.
Made from pregnant Estrace®, Ortho-est®, Ogen® companies that make and sell
mares' urine (PMU), Premarin and others, duplicate human Premarin. The parent company
production invovles confining estrogen and have a long clini is known as Wyeth-Ayerst
an estimated 75,000 pregnant cal record of being both safe Laboratories and may be con
tacted at Wyeth- Ayerst, c/o
mares each year in PMU and effective.
Product
Quality, 555 E.
Synthetic estrogens work
farms. There, for six of their
11 months of pregnancy, the as well or better than Premarin Lancaster Avenue, St David's,
horses are tied inside cramped because they more closely imi Pennsylvania, 19087.

Student Opinion Poll by Bart Young and Brian Polczynski
What are your thoughts on Ebonics?

Shanna Albert: "Ebonics [is] a result
of culture, ethnicity and locale. There
is no 'norm' for the entire U.S. It is nec
essary that society realize the language
differences that cause barriers, but pass
ing a law to make it a second language
only approves one's inability, or resis
tance to use proper English."

Shana WUlimams: "... as an African
American student, [I feel] our language
is already broken, and calling it
Ebonics is unfair to other races out
side the African American."

Audrey Wilson: "I don't think they
should teach it in the schools, espe
cially since they can't read or writethe
language now. It sounds like anexcuse
for laziness."

Armstrong Community Band
Striving For Excellence
By David Bowman
The Armstrong Commu
nity Band is once again per
forming in an effort to attain
musical excellence. The com
munity band has been here for
about twenty years and is cur
rently under the direction of
Dr. James Anderson.
The community band is
open to Armstrong students,
players from the community,
and some exceptional high
school students. Its purpose is
to give people that enjoy per
forming a chance to get to
gether with others who share
that same interest and perform.
The band practices every Mon
day at 8:00 P.M. at the band
room in Fine Arts. The band
does about six to eight perfor
mances every year, most of
which are free. Their perfor-

Tony O'Conner: "It's a dead iss ue.
Ebonics was only being taught in Oak
land. It was nothing more than an ex
cuse for white people all over the coun
try to blame their problems, in this case
declining schools, on black people."

mances are held not only at the
auditorium on campus, but
have been on the riverside, city
parks, Tybee Island, and any
where else where they can
publicize Armstrong. The
band currently has about 65
members, but this number
fluctuates all the time. The
next performance will be on
February 18, at 8:00 P.M. in
the Fine Arts Auditorium. Ad
mission is free, so come give
your support to the Commu
nity Band.

Robert Thorton: "I definietly dis
agree on the subject. If we start com
promising on English, where will it
stop, on math? '2 + 2= 3, You be close
enough man'."

These Events In Black History
Partial List of African American inventors, inventions
and patent dates. The initial list was provided by C. Butler.
Other contributors include: Charles Isbell, from various
sources off the Internet.
A.P. Ashbourne
L.C. Bailey
A.J. Beard
A.J. Beard
G.E. Becket
A.B. Blackburn
Henry Blair
Henry Blair
Sarah Boone
C.B. Brooks

November 30, 1875
Biscuit cutter
July 18, 1899
Folding bed
July 5, 1892
Rotary Engine
November 23, 1897
Car-coupler
October 4, 1892
Letter Box
January 10, 1888
Railway signal
October 14, 1834
Com planter
August 31, 1836
Cotton planter
April 26, 1892
Ironing board
March 17, 1896
Street-sweepers

O.E. Brown
J.A. Burr
J.W. Butts
W.C. Carter
J. Cooper
P.W. Cornwall
A.L. Cralle
W.R. Davis, Jr.
F. Flemings, Jr.
G.F. Grant
J. Gregory
B.F. Jackson
J.L. Love
J.F. Pickering
W.B. Purvis
Norbert Rillieux
Rufus Stokes

Dr. Marinara: "Ebonics will be useful
in that teachers will be able to commu
nicate with the student, and will have
an easier time teaching them. I think that
California was meaning to have good
intentions. If something isn't done (like
Ebonics) the student will be in serious
trouble."
Horseshoe
August 23, 1892
Lawn mower
May 9, 1899
Luggage carrier
October 10, 1899
Umbrella stand
August 4, 1885
Elevator device
April 2, 1895
Draft Regulator
February 7, 1893
Ice-cream mold
February 2, 1897
Library table
September 24, 1878
Guitar (variation) March 3,1886
Golf tee
December 12, 1899
Motor
April 26, 1887
Gas burner
April 4, 1899
Pencil sharpener
1897
an airship
1900
Fountain pen
1890
Sugar refining process
1846
Air-purification device
1968
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us News From Around The Nation
CamP
Cyber Chatrooms: Beware of Creeps
By Colleen DeBaise
College Press Service

Losing Team
Breads Streak

By College Press Service
CAMDEN, N.J.—RutgersNEW YORK—After weeks of
exchanging messages over the
Camden, the most !osinS
men's basketball team in
Internet, chatting about their
NCAA history, tasted victory
favorite movies and books,
Jan. 17 for the first time in
they finally decided to meet
face-to-face.
nearly five years.
He was a 30-year-old doc
The Division III Pioneers beat
toral candidate at Columbia
Bloomfield CoHege 11-12, af
University; she was a 20-yearter a record 117 consecutive
old Barnard College student.
losses.
After dinner at a Manhattan
"We're on a one-game winning
restaurant, she felt comfortable
streak." excited freshman
enough with the Ivy League
Dawan Boxley told reporters
computer whiz to go back to
after the game.
his apartment. Once there,
To put things in perspective,
prosecutors say he proceeded
the Pioneers last won a game
to torture her for 20 hours, ty
in January 1992, when George
ing her to a chair, burning her
Bush was president and songs
with candle wax and threaten
such as U2's "Achtung Baby"
ing to dismember her.
ruled the pop charts.
"Chat" rooms, where Oliver
After last season, RutgersJovanovic and the female stu this continuing online relation is that you really don't know Camden provost Walter K.
the person you are dealing Gordon announced his deci
dent met last fall, are among ship."
the most popular features of The problem, Thackeray said, with," he said.
sion to drop the basketball pro
the Internet. They're also the is that it's a false sense of inti Michael Wolff, publisher of gram, called the losing streak
"Net Chat: Your Guide to the too "demoralizing to the stu
most danger-prone, experts macy.
"You only know the virtual Debates, Parties and Pick-up dents."
say.
"The medium is really a play identity that you've been per Places on the Electronic High He was later persuaded by stu
ground for manipulative kind mitted to see," she said. way," says a chat room is not dent groups and alumni to re
of people," said Gail "They're controlling the infor unlike the proverbial "meat instate the scrappy Pioneers.
Thackeray, a Phoenix prosecu mation you leam about them." market."
After the game, head coach
tor who has been tracking com Prosecutors use the term "The New York City chat room Ray Pace said he knew it was
puter crimes for more than 20 "grooming a victim" to de on AOL is filled all the time, "just a matter of time" before
years. "The Internet is a mag scribe how a disturbed person and many people are New his team triumphed.
net for ... sociopaths. There's uses charm and conversation to Yorkers looking to get a date,"
gain a victim's trust. Chat he told USA Today. "It's not a
always a danger."
The technology makes it easy rooms categorized by passion whole lot different from a
for people with similar inter ate interests make "grooming singles bar, but it serves some
ests, from metaphysics to a victim" that much easier, of the same purposes, except By College Press Service
Maya Angelou, to find each Thackeray says.
it's cheaper, safer and you NEW YORK—Ditch the
other and begin an online rela Intimate conversations be don't have to dress for it."
cookies. Do 100 push-ups a
tionship. But it also makes it tween people who have never He disagrees with the notion day. While those might be typi
easier for a troubled stranger met are discussed in the book that a person you would meet cal New Year's resolutions, the
to gain the trust of a person "E-Mail: A Love Story." Au online would be a liar, "a mur National Council on Economic
who might ultimately become thor Stephanie D. Fletcher, derer or a fat person or fat Education offers another:
his or her victim.
who spent 18 months research murderer."
Watchyour cash!
Jovanovic was charged with ing online relationships, col Instead, "the social attributes
Especially for those whose
kidnapping:; assault and sexual lected snippets of conversa of the medium have become so
spending was a little out of
abuse, and awaits trial. He has tions between virtual lovers: strong that you largely feel you
control during the holidays, the
pled not guilty to the charges, "Sweetheart, when I see the know someone when you meet
new year offers a chance to re
and Jovanovic's attorney said NEW MAIL flashing I have an them," he said.
evaluate your spending habits.
the sexual encounter was con automatic physical response. But with the growing number
The council offers these guide
sensual and that the two con My heart thumps, a lump of cases involving disturbed
lines for knowledgeable
tinued to exchange messages forms in my throat and another people meeting their victims in
spending, saving, earning and
over the Internet after their thickening has recently started chat rooms, it's best to proceed
borrowing:
meeting.
developing in a different por with caution, Thackeray says.
You must make choices. You
In another bizarre case, a Vir tion of my anatomy," one mes "The Internet makes it harder
can't have everything you
ginia woman discovered four sage reads.
to spot [disturbed people]," she want.
months into her marriage that Experts agree that the Internet said. "You can't look into their
Weigh your wants. Every
her spouse, whom she first met is quickly becoming the hot shifty eyes."
time you choose something
in a "chat room," was actually place for singles to meet. The Thackeray said she doesn't
you want, you give up the op
a woman.
Marshall McLuhan Center for necessarily discourage online
portunity for something else.
Margaret Anne Hunter, 24, Media Sciences in Toronto pre communication.
• Think ahead. Sometimes
said she and Holly a.k.a dicts that Internet sex will re "Part of the fun of being on the
your immediate, obvious
"Thome" Groves, 26, ex place phone sex within the next net is that you can be someone
choice has long-term, unin
changed daily e-mails, then two years.
else," she said. "It can be very tended effects.
daily phone calls, then even Eric Agustin, a University of enjoyable. I can meet someone
• You ha ve to give in order to
tually met in Mexico. Groves, Michigan sophomore, re interesting online and have an
get. People trade
who Hunter still refers to as searched the idea "Romance online relationship."
because both
"he," had the appearance of a and the Internet" for a term But when it comes to meeting
parties expect to
man and claimed to have AIDS paper last spring. He says he that person outside the chat
gain—otherwise
quickly discovered that a large room, "reduce your odds of
to avoid intimacy.
they won't trade.
"He wasn't after my money, amount of people on the becoming a victim by using
• Whether bor
because I don't have much," Internet lie.
common sense," she advised.
rower or lender,
Hunter told the Associated
"They lie about their age, Her tips:
know the true
Press. "I know that what he did their weight, their hair color, • Meet in a public place.
cost. Money is
was incredibly hurtful and their occupation, their life," he • Take a friend.
like anything
cruel and fiendish. As to why concluded. "I spent many • Don't go back to the person's
else—it costs to
he did it, I don't know. I don't hours cruising the chat rooms apartment or house until
use it. The cost
think Thorne knows, either." in America Online and if I took you've got a "track record,
of using other
Thackeray says people who are everything I read seriously, I she says. For instance, find out
people's money
wary of meeting strangers on would discover that there is not more about the person by
is the interest
the street are far less cautious one person who is subscribed meeting his or her family and
rate you pay.
when they get to know some to America Online who is over friends.
The higher the
weight."
one in a chatroom.
• Always let families and
"People arrive at intimacy That's why a face-to-face en friends know where you can be risk for the
t^ie
lender,
through this medium much counter, not an Internet meet reached.
faster than they would in a re ing, is the best way to lay the Also, think about keeping the higher the inter
lationship," Thackeray said. foundation for a quality rela relationship right where it est rate.
The guidelines
"You can be sitting there [get tionship, he said.
started: on the Internet.
ting to know someone] with "Possibly the most significant "Online they can't hurt you," are based on the
new
your hair messed and your point that can be made against she said. "Protect yourself by council's
jammies on. You've got this virtual relationships progress not being the first pigeon to fall Voluntary National Content
very warm, intimate feeling of ing into physical relationships out of the tree."

Tips For A Fiscally
Responsible You

Standards in Economics, the He also said he had let students
first national standards for know when he would be ab
teaching essential economic sent.
concepts.

Bob Brock, spokesman for
Metropolitan State College,
said the professor could face
penalties from suspension to
termination. "If it is as the stu
By College Press Service
dents portray it, what you have
RADFORD, Va.—A sculpture
is a failure in basic perfor
of a bomb is causing contro
mance of the job. which is
versy at Radford University.
cause for termination even of
The placement of the sculp
a t enured professor," he said.
ture—in front
of
the
university s science buildinghas ignited criticism from stu
dents and faculty who say it
gives science a bad name.
By College Press Service
They have circulated a petition
NEW YORK—Sports Il
asking administrators to move
lustrated
plans to capitalize on
the sculpture.
the growing popularity of
In this building we teach sci
women's sports by testing a
ence and responsibility," Ernst
sports magazine for women in
Kastning, a geology professor,
April.
told the Roanke Times.
"The biggest market that we
The sculpture, entitled "Specu
don't speak to directly is
lations on Nature," features
women," said Don Elliman,
images of various scientific
the magazine's president. "We
tools. The bomb sculpture is
would like to change that."
inscribed with a quotation
The yet-to-be-named maga
from Sir Isaac Newton about
zine, currently with the work
the effects of technology on
ing title "Sports Illustrated
nature.
Woman," would be published
Ann Fariello, head of
twice in 1997. The target au
Radford's galleries, told the
dience is the so-called "Title
Chronicle of Higher Education
IX Generation," or women
that the sculpture was a college
ages 18-34 who have grown up
of scientific instruments, both
with a federal law that requires
good and bad.
equal access to sports activities
"I thought it would be appre
in schools, Sports Illustrated
ciated where those instruments
said.
are used," she said.
"With the growing interest in
women's sports, the develop
ment of new professional
leagues and the vast numbers
of women who participate in
By College Press Service
and actively watch sports, we
DENVER—For students who
feel the timing for this maga
skip out on class, the risk can
zine is perfect," said Sports Il
be a lower grade.
lustrated Associate Publisher
For one prof, failing to show
John Jay.
up for class could cost him his
Over the past five years Sports
job.
Illustrated's female readership
Harold Eisenhuth, a tenured
has grown by 15 percent to
professor of criminal justice at
more than 5 million women.
Metropolitan State College,
The new magazine, published
was put on leave without pay
by Time Inc., will feature about
after missing 10 classes over a
100 pages. It will be distributed
nine-week period. The college
to Sports Illustrated's 450,000
also said he dismissed students
female subscribers, as well as
over 30 minutes early on other
women selected from a Time
occasions.
Warner database. The news
About 40 students complained
stand price will be $2.95.
about the professor's behavior
So far there's no word as to
by visiting the college's presi
whether the women's SI will
dent or writing letters.
have a version of the
Eisenhuth told the Associated
magazine's celebrated annual
Press he had missed the classes
swimsuit issue—complete
because he suffered from rhini
with swimwear fashions mod
tis and sinusitis. "It's like hav
eled by men.
ing a cold year-round," he said.

Sculpture Angers
Profs, Students

A Sports Illustrated
For Women Planned

Prof. May Lose Job
For Skipped Classes

BECOME AN
AIR FORCE OFFICER.
Take the first step to becoming a lead
er in today's Air Force. Put your col
lege degree to work in the Air Force
Officer Training School. After complet
ing Officer Training School you can
become a commissioned Air Force
officer with:
• great starting pay
• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation with pay per year
• management opportunities
Discover how far a career in t he Air
Force can take you and what it takes
to qualify. Call
AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

Go Pirates! Lady Pirates win Homecoming Basketball game 61-58, Me ' Basketball team wins 73-59. AASU's Baseball team
won big Sunday
Pirates!
unday 11-3 and 5 -1, with Adam Wilson hitting a grand slanTin the first game' W°y l° g° Pir

Financial Aid Update
Renewal Free Applications for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA)
for the 1997-98 academic year
were mailed to students Janu
ary 13th-17th. Current AASU
students whose applications
for the 1996-97 academic year
were processed by November
1995 will have a renewal ap
plication mailed to the address
on record with the Federal Pro
cessor. Students who have not
received a Renewal Applica
tion by January 27, 1997
should come by t he Financial
Aid office and pick up a regu
lar FAFSA.

completed and signed appli
cation to the Financial Aid
Office for electronic filing is:
for Fall Quarter '97
April 15,1997

AASU Scholarship Info
Beginning with the 1997-1998 academic year, money
will be awarded from the Elenor Webster Boyd Schol
arship to women with financial need in the following
categories:

AASU Advisement and
Advance Registration:
Changes For The Better
}y Craig Morrison

• The Boyd Best and Brightest Freshman Woman Schol
arship. Applicants must have 1000 SAT and high school
GPA of at least 3.0.

In response to requests by
students and faculty, the Office
for Winter Quarter '97
of the Registrar has imple
Aug. 1,1997
mented improved procedures
• The Boyd Re-Entry Woman's Scholarship. Applicants
or advance registration,
for Spring Quarter '97
must have at least 3.0 GPA. Transfer students who do
'hese new procedures call for
not ahve a 3.0 GPA upon entering the college can ap
a staggered advanced registra
ply once they have completed 25 hours with an overall
Nov. 1,1997
tion with the number of earned
3.0 GPA (with or without academic renewal).
credit hours determining reg
for Summer Quarter '97
istration position.
•
The
Boy
d
Graduate
Scholarship.
Applicants
must
ha
ve
To make certain that they
March, 1,1998
a GRE score of at least 1000 or an MAT score of at
are
on track for graduation,
Please Note:
least 55. Returning graduate students who have an over
seniors and juniors only will be
If you did not receive a Re
all
GPA
of
at
least
3.5
may
also
apply.
invited to Advance registration
newal Application, another Students who miss the prior
Craig Morrison, Records
on the first day—Monday, Feb Manager for the Office of
Renewal cannot be sent. Please ity deadline for a given Quar
Applications are available in the Financial Aid Office.
ruary 17. (Seniors and juniors Registration and Admissions
come by the Financial Aid Of ter need to be prepared to pay
are those students who have at
their
own
fees
when
the
regis
fice to pick up a regular
east 90 earned hours). Sopho
ter for classes.
FAFSA.
mores
(those with at least 45 and a new World Wide Web
Reminder:
earned hours) may begin reg called Pathfinders (which will
Effective immediately, stu Please Note:
istering on the second day; be linked to Armstrong
dents are asked to bring their Summer Quarter 1998 will
reshman on the third. Stu Atlantic's Nontraditional Web
have
a
separate
institutional
completed Free Application
dents
who do not register on site by the week of advance
for Federal Student Aid and form which will be available
their assigned day may regis registration) all represent ef
Renewal Applications for Fed for students to pick up on
mester
courses
covering
top
ter on any day following. Just forts to improve campus com
eral Student Aid to the Finan February 1, 1998. Students By Noel Hartman
ics
from
before
1850
and
be sure to remember to bring munications regarding advise
cial Aid Office instead of mail must complete this form to The Yale Daily News
while
Shakespeare
and
com
along with you the "permit to ment.
Yale University
ing them to the Central Proces get money for Summer.
pany
are
not
explicitly
re
For the past few months,
register" card that you will
If you have any questions NEW HAVEN, Conn.—A day
sor.
students and faculty focus
The priority deadline for please contact the Financial without Shakespeare is like a quired, most students end up lave received in the mail.
enrolling
in
a
class
that
This staggered registration groups have been held on cam
submitting the accurately Aid Office at (912) 927-5272. day without sunshine for most
touches
on
his
work.
system
should benefit all stu pus to determine what aspects
English majors.
But not at Georgetown Univer "It's definitely possible to get dents. In addition to eliminat of advisement and registration
sity, where English majors can through without taking any ing some roadblocks for jun need to be improved. In this
get their degree without ever Shakespeare but most students iors and seniors, the arrange same spirit, a student survey
cracking what most consider don't do that," English major ment should help to reduce will be distributed during ad
some of the long lines that all vance registration to give you
the most basic works of En Julie Kylie '98 said.
There
are
11
English
courses
students have traditionally a chance to make your recom
glish literature.
By Colleen DeBaise
in
Shakespeare
offered
at
mendations. Think positive!
faced.
been involved in betting, a Last year the school's English
College Press Service
For additional information
In response to suggestions
department voted to replace a Georgetown, while Yale pro
BOSTON—Eight Boston Col misdemeanor, and bookmakvides
its
students
with
D
from students and faculty regarding advisement, please
longstanding system of distri
lege students have been sus ing, a felony. The eight stu
courses
in
which
alike, significant improve call or visit the Advisement
butional requirements, which
pended and 20 others face dis dents suspended reportedly
Shakespeare's
works
appear.
ments are also being made in Center (921-5494) on the sec
obligated English majors to
ciplinary actions for allegedly handled an average of $5,000
Yale
English
majors
cannot
the advisement process at ond floor of Lane Library.
take at least two semester
placing or handling illegal bets in bets each week.
avoid
either
Chaucer
or
Milton
Advisement and Advance
Armstrong Atlantic.
courses in either Chaucer,
on sporting events, college of The students, all seniors, will
because English 125 is a re
A quarterly advisement Registration begin on Monday,
not be allowed to return at any Milton or Shakespeare.
ficials said Jan. 10.
quirement for the major.
newsletter, a regularly updated February 17. The hours are
The highly publicized gam time to complete their degrees, Instead, students can choose "We have a longstanding tra
brochure (Where Should I Go Monday through Thursday,
from three areas of concentra
bling scandal rocked the pri the college said.
dition in the department of For Advisement?), revised cur 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., and on
vate Catholic college last fall "We realize that illegal gam tion, the first dealing with lit teaching the canon of English
riculum sheets for all majors, Friday from 9:00 am. to5:00 pm
when it was reported that BC bling is an issue at Boston Col erature and literary history, the
literature as it has traditionally
football players had bet on col lege, and we also know that the second with culture and perfor been conceived," Director of
lege football games, including problem is not unique to us," mance, and the third with writ Undergraduate
Studies
said Kevin P. Duffy, vice presi ing skills.
ones involving BC.
The change sparked a mael Langdon Hammer.
Six football players have been dent for student affairs.
But the national trend seems
kicked off the team, some for The college is working on new strom of controversy within
to be shying away from this
betting against BC, the college policies to deter gambling, the Georgetown community.
the broker," he said. "I just
By Colleen DeBaise
tradition.
In
student
debating
societies,
bring the buyer and seller to
which
would
be
put
in
place
College
Press
Service
said. Three players were sus
Last year the National Alumni PROVO, Utah—John Norton, gether."
faculty
lounges,
and
dorm
pended and lost their scholar next fall, he said.
Forum, a non-profit organiza a Brigham Young University The site, which is free to us
ships; the other three, all se After the suspensions were rooms, critics of the new policy
tion devoted to stemming the junior, was fed up with stand ers, also offers a feature in
niors, may continue as stu announced, about 140 resident charged the department with
which the buyer receives an
tides of declining academic ing in long lines at the college
trying
to
remove
Shakespeare
advisers at the college attended
bookstore, only to receive a automatic e-mail message
dents.
standards released a report en paltry sum for his used text when a title they requested be
from
the
curriculum.
"These decisions indicate a workshop on the dangers of
comes available.
Student groups lashed out titled "The Shakespeare File: books.
clearly that illegal betting— gambling.
Norton figures that the stu
Then,
his
sister
told
him
about
What English Majors Are Re
and particularly bookmak- The workshop's director, against what they saw as the
dents who use the site usually
Utah
State
University's
ally Studying."
ing—are unacceptable on our Kathleen Scanlan, told the unfair encroachment of gay
"bookswap," where students come out farther ahead than
Of 70 universities investi
themselves can exchange they would at a traditional
campus," Boston College RAs that gambling is as preva and lesbian studies into the
gated, the study found 23 re books, negotiate bargains and bookstore. And they don't
field
of
English
literature.
President William P. Leahy lent on college campuses as
have to stand in long lines.
quired that English majors pocket the change.
date rape and underage drink But English professors coun
said.
At
BYU, the bookstore buys
That's when Norton says it hit
tered criticism of the new sys take a course on Shakespeare. him: why not set up a similar textbooks back at 60 percent
A probe began in October af ing.
"The abandonment of student book exchange on the of the retail price, and resells
ter a rumor surfaced that two "It is usually not detected un tem by reminding its detractors
them at 80 percent.
Shakespeare requirements is Internet?
football players had bet against til some crisis happens, like the that students will still be able
Considering the average stu
"If
we
can
do
it
manually,
we
not
merely
a
trend,
it
is
now
BC during a 45-17 loss to one that happened at your to take courses in Shakespeare
dent
spends about $600 each
the norm," the report stated. can do it virtually," Norton said school year on books, any sav
and
other
giants
of
the
English
school
last
semester,"
she
said.
Syracuse University.
he remembers thinking.
Although opponents of inno So, in January, Norton and ings is a bonus.
However, Middlesex County In November, 13 football play literary canon.
vative distributional require childhood friend Hugh Smith, Norton said the BYU book
District Attorney Thomas ers sat out the finalthree games "At Georgetown, it's not an
ments have succeeded in cre a 1996 BYU graduate, store hasn't voiced any wor
Reilley said the two players in of the season due to gambling. either/or situation. The canon
a
website ries about him running it out
ating controversy, students launched
question were not involved in The college said it would peti and cultural studies can and
(www.bookswap.com) where of business.
have taken the changes in students can get together in "They have such a big mar
the outcome of the game— tion the NCAA to reinstate will coexist, and our students
stride.
cyberspace, compare titles and ket share," he said. "It would
will benefit from both," profes
only one played, entering the seven of them.
"It's nota bigdeal. Iam stilltak electronically wheel-and-deal. take a lot for me to put a dent
None of the students will face sor Dennis Todd said.
game for just one play.
in them."
ing all the classics I would have Already 250 students, mostly Besides, the bookstore's main
from BYU, have registered on
But an investigation revealed criminal charges, the district English majors are still re
quired to take at least two se taken anyway," Kylie said.
the site, which is available to business is selling new text
that close to 30 students had attorney's office said.
books, for which students
all Utah colleges.
"I've gotten e-mail messages must pay top dollar. "I'm just
from people saying 'It's great,' another [choice]..."
'I'm excited,' 'I just sold my The next step for Norton, an
book,'
'Thanks for putting the information systems major,
By College Press Service
policy last summer, transferred and sexually harassed them. hear about their experiences,"
service up,'" Norton said. "I've and Smith, who owns his own
COLUMBIA, S.C.—Two fe to USC just days after an At USC, where the student en she said. "I've dated guys who never had people say 'I don't screen-printing business, is to
attract advertisers to their site.
male cadets who left the Cita nouncing they had dropped out rollment is close to 27,000, stu went to The Citadel, and I like it.'"
Then, they plan to make the
The
site
works
like
this:
the
del after they said they were of The Citadel.
dents reacted positively to the know how awful the hazing
service available to colleges
seller
enters
the
title
of
the
is."
repeatedly hazed have started "We did expedite the [appli news of the cadets' transfer.
book—and its asking price— everywhere.
classes at the University of cation] process somewhat due Susanne Newman, a USC Eleven cadets have been into a database. The buyer can
"That's the plan, as soon as
to the circumstances," said sophomore and student gov charged with school violations search the database for a spe possible," Norton said.
South Carolina.
Norton's mother, Sigrid,
Kim Messer and Jeanie USC spokesperson Russ ernment member, said she in the alleged hazing, The Cita- cific title, compare prices if
said her son is enjoying his
there's
more
than
one
seller,
thought it was "pretty neat" the del said.
Mentavlos, two of the first four McKinney.
and e-mail an offer to the seller. first taste being an entrepre
women who enrolled at the The two women claim that former cadets had chosen Don't forget to get your FREE copy Then, it's up to the students to neur.
of the student Calendar at the Stu do the dickering over the price,
"He's having a hard time
Citadel after the military col male cadets beat them with USC.
dent
Activities
Office
in
the
MCC.
staying
in college," she said.
Norton
said.
I'm
pretty
much
lege dropped its all-male rifles, lit their clothes on fire "I'd love to talk to them, and

BuckingTheTrend, Yale
Keeps Shakespeare

Boston College Suspends
Students Over Gambling

BYU Student Sets Up
Book Swap On Web

Former Citadel Women Enroll At USC

y

announcements

February 14, 1997

President Burnett announced
that he had spoken with Vice
President Stegall regarding the
bookstore's restocking fee.
Students are only charged the
restocking fee after classes
have been in session for two
weeks. The bookstore's mark
up on textbooks is now 27%.

tion— Beach Institute African kiddie pool, wave pool, excit.
American Cultural Center, 502 ing slides, story encloseq
E. Harris Street. 234-8000. flume,
McDonalds conCeSsions' a Slft shop and sPecial
March 1 - Masterworks event throughout the summer,
VII Savannah Symphony 10 a.m. - 8 p.m. Open MemoChorus & Soloists — Savan- rial Day through Labor Day.
nah Symphony Orchestra
Open weekends beginning
8:30 p.m., Johnny Mercer The- May 17. Hours: 10 a.m. - 6
atre, Savannah Civic Center p.m. Sun. - Fri. and 10 a.m. -§
President Burnett announced Liberty at Montgomery St. p.m. Sat. Summer Waves
that AASU's reorganization is

on the Board of Regents'
agenda. Pending Board approval, the reorganization is
effective January 8. The
School of Education will be the
College of Education, and the
School of Arts and Sciences
will be the College of Arts and
Sciences. These changes will
also be effective January 8
with Board approval. Also on
the agenda for Board approval
are two degree proposals:
Spanish and Spanish educatjon

236-9536 or

1-800-537-7894. Waterpark

March 2-9 — The World
Class ConcertSeries andThe
American Traditions Competition.
Savannah Onstage. 236-5745
or 1-800-868-3378.
March 4 — Andes Manta in
Concert — Telfair Museum of
Art — 7 p.m., 121 Barnard St.
on Telfair Square. 232-1177.

Sculpture Exhibit
Works by A rmstrong Atlantic
State University Professor
Rachel Green will be on exhibit from February 8-March
7. A reception will be held on
February 8,5:00-8:00 P.M. at
the Light Waves Gallery, 309
W- Con gress Street, Studio 8,
upstairs. Contact 236-1080 for
more information,

Rtverview Dr. £ [fcehouSe Atlantic

(9UJozu/h.

Its wac y in erac lve entertainment with musician David
Delong in an intimate coffeeh°use en^0^™e„nt
February ,
at
.M.
acu
in
inning oom
at Armstrong Atlantic State
University
Free an open to the public
CONTACT: 927-5300
Sponsored by theAASU Campus Union Board

May 31 - Valdosta State University Athletic Association
Golf Tournament. 4-person
scramble on beautiful Indian
Mound Golf Course. Entry fee
includes greens fees, 1/2-cart
rental, awards, door prizes, refreshments, lunch, and a Friday night party. For registration and information call (912)
March 8 — "Broadway 635-2368.
Bound" with Bernadette Peters — Savannah Symphony Divorce can affect the children Winter concert
Orchestra 8 p.m., Johnny involved even more so than Traditional concert band muDr. Mailyn Buck announced Mercer Theatre, Savannah adults. Sharing the experience sic by the Armstrong Atlantic
the graduate program in nurs- Civic Center. 236-9536 or 1- with other children and learn- Community Band and the Libing received full accreditation 800-537-7894.
ing how to move ahead and erty County High School Band
from the National League of
become stronger is the goal of featuring Sousa s Galant SevNursing.
March 12 — Open Mike the Family Counseling Center enth, Hoist s Second Suite for
Readings — Savannah Writ- Children Divorce support Military Band, Claude Smith s
Foot Locker is recruiting ers' Workshop — 7 p.m., The Group. The support group for Incidental Suite, and SelecWinter or Spring graduates Blue House Arts Center —918 children, ages 6-12, meets t'ons ^rom The King and I.
for Management IVaineepo- Abercorn St. 238-5263.
once a week for a one and a AASU directors include James
sitions. They will be here
\
half hour session and the fee Anderson, James Thompson,
Tuesday, February 25, 1997
is $5.00 per session. The grou
p and Benny Ferguson. The Libfrom 9:00 am - 2:00 pm.
§t?Pafrick's FamilyFestival meets Wednesdays from 4:30 erty County High director is
If y ou're interested sign-up inj^City of Savannah Depart- p.m. - 6:00 p.m. at Parent and Bill Locklear.
the Career Library, 2nd floor, ment of Cultural Affairs and Child, 21 East Broad Street. The concert will be held at the
MCC by February 19.
the Savannah Irish Community There are a limited number of Fine Arts Auditorium on Tues\44ll a.m. - 5 p.m.., jEmmett spaces available. For more in- day, February 18, 1997 8.00
The Coastal Georgia Center Park on Bay St. 651-6417
formation please call Bill pM- and is Free and Open to
for Continuing education pre^
Immel at (912) 238-2786.
the Public. Call 927-5325 for
sents "Personalities and Sue- March 15-18 — Martin
more information,
cessful Relationships," begin- Luther King, Jr. Street Fes- Through a national essay comning on Tuesday, February 18 tival — Assoc. for the Study petition known as PROJECT: Listening to Voicesand
and 25, from 7-9 p.m. at of Afro-American Life and Learn MS™ '97, college fresh- Structures: The Pin
AASU. Led by Dr. Thomas G. History — R.M. Gilbert Civil man, sophomores, and juniors Point Community
Hollis, students will use the Rights Museum, 460 MLK, Jr, can compete for an $8,000 a lecture by AASU ProfesMyers-Briggs Type indicator Blvd. 231-8900
scholarship award and raise sors Barbara Fertig and
to identify behavior style and
•
funds to assist those suffering Christopher Hendricks ex
discuss theories and findings in Marchj|7 — 173rd Annual from multiple sclerosis. Spon- amining the oral history and
the field of psychology that St. Patrick's Day Pairade — sored by the Multiple Sclero- vernacular architecture of
relate to personality. The cost St. Patrick's Day Parade Com- sis Association of America, Pin Point, an Africanis $30. To register, please call mittee. 233-4804
.. /
PROJECT: Learn MS™ '97 American fishing commu
the Coastal Georgia Center's
encourages students to write a nity. Part of the Robert
Armstrong office at 927-5322. March 19 -Jekyll Island gar- 500 - 1,000 word essay on Ingram Strozier Faculty
den Club Tourof Homes and multiple sclerosis, its effect on Lecture Series.
The guest speaker for the Feb. Flower Show. Tour several Is- the family, and how society Thursday, February 20,
11, 1997 meeting of the An- land Homes beautifully deco- can improve life for the physi- 1997
thropology Club was Melanie rated with flower arrange- cally challenged. All essays 12:15 P.M. in the Ashmore
Mirande. She spoke on the ments by Garden Club mem- must include and official reg- Auditorium (Health Profes
jKong! and shared her experi- bers. Tickets available at istration form, $7.50 inprepaid sions) Armstrong Atlantic
ences through slides and vid- homes. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Call sponsorship, and must be post- State University.
eos. The meeting was held in (912) 635-3046.
marked by April 11,1997. Stu- Free and open to the public
Victor HalL room 204 at 12:00
dents are encouraged to raise Call 927-5222 for more in
pm.
March 22-25 — Georgia additional sponsor money to formation.
The next meeting will be Feb- State Open Clay Court Ten- win various prizes. For an ofruary 18, same place, same nis Championship. The ficial registration form, call
time.
state's top-ranked singles play- MSAA at 1-800-LEARN-MS. The Curious Savage
ers hit the clay courts for some Known as the most common the AASU Masquers pre
Anthropology Club Wishes championship tennis. Specta- neurological disorder of young sents a family comedy set in
To Announce New Officers tors welcomed.To register,call adults, multiple sclerosis af- the 1940s about an eccen
for Winter of 1997.
the Jekyll Island Tennis Cen- fects as many as 500,000 tric multi-millionaire and
Chief: Rebecca Jackson
ter at (9120 635-3154.
Americans. Symptoms can in her money-hungry family.
February 20-22
Sub-Chief: Benito Taruffi
clude blindness, extreme fa7:30 P.M.
March
29
20th
Annual
tigue,
tremors,
and
varying
Shaman: Treva Fitzgerald
Great Golden Easter Egg degrees of paralysis. At
February 23
Elder: Julie Trawick
3:00 P.M.
Congratulations to all!!!!!
Hunt. Children Ages 12 and present, there is no known
cause
cure
under search through more
>
or prevention for at Jenkins Auditorium. Free
Education Career Day 1997 than 10,000 real Georgia eggs, MS. MSAA is a national non- to AASU students, faculty,
March 5 from 9:00 to 2:00 in donated by the Georgia Egg prc^1 health care agency pro- and staff
viding direct patient care pro
$5 general admission
the Aquatics and Recreation Commi:
grams and services to assist
$3 senior citizens,
Center. This will be a job fair Goldj
those suffering form MS.
students, and military
for eductors toinclude students ej
Multiple Sclerosis Association
and alumni. If interested sign bl
of America,706 Haddonfield
Call 927-5289 for more
up in the Career Library, 2nd tifiitj
Road, Cherry Hill, NJ 08002
floor, MCC between: February enjoj
17 and February 28.Bring sev- rides
Health Career Information Day
eral copies of your resume to specr
the fair. School systems from ter Bunny. FREE. Historic Dis- Provides a chance to find out more aboiit over twenty different
health careers. Professionals will be available to talk about op
Georgia, Florida, South Caro- trict. 1-800-841-6586 or (912)
portunities in a reas such as ph ysical therapy, radiation the rapy,
Una, N orth Carolina and pos- 635-3636.
respiratory therapy, medical technology, radiologic technology,
sibly other states.
nursing and medicine, dental hvavne and heath science.February
May 24 — Summer Waves
27, 1997,4:00-6:00 P.M. in th;8^rts Center. Call 927-5254
February 21 - April 20—Lo- Waterpark Season Opening, sponsored by The Joint Council
Nursing and Allied Health,
cal Artists Exhibitions: Ac- Southeast Georgia's largest Armstrong Atlantic State u • ersity, Charter Hospital of
centuating the Positive — water playground opens forthe Savannah,Georgia Regional jTnital of Savann ah, Memorial
King-Tisdell Cottage Founda- season. Enjoy theendless river, Medical Center, and SainuJ°S.P1HoSpUal.

L

Congratulations to Jan Johnstone from the Physical Therapy Department, who'
e was drawn to
S nanl
win the 2 Free Dave Matthews and Tim Reynolds concert tickets.
'

Armstrong Atlantic

MEMO
From Craig L. Morrison
Subject: New Advance
Registration Procedures
In response to requests
by students and faculty the
Registrar's Office has
changed the procedures for
advance registration. This
only affects Advance Reg
istration not Registration.
Seniors and Juniors will
be invited to Advance reg
istration first followed by
Sophomores, and then
Freshman. Seniors and
Juniors are classified as
having at least 90 EARNED
hours. On the first day of
registration ONLY the in
vited Seniors and Juniors
can participate. Students
should bring the permit to
register card they will re
ceive in the mail. Seniors
and Juniors may come any
day of advance registration
but the first day is set aside
strictly for them. This
change was made to make
it easier for them to get the
classes they need for
graduation.
On the second day the
Sophomores will can come
to register. Sophomores are
classified as having at least
45 earned hours. Sopho
mores can come to ad
vance register Tuesday-Fri
day.
The third day the fresh
man (1-44 earned hours)
may come and advance
register. Freshman can
come Wednesday through
Friday only.
The hours for advance
registration are MondayThursday 9:00am - 7:00pm
and Friday 9:00am
5:00pm.

Baroque and Beyond

The Children Are
the Future!
The Kids Nite Out pro
gram sponsored by the Cam
pus Union Board has proven
itself successful over and over
again. This program, designed
for children of the faculty,
staff, and students here at
AASU to go on a date, study,
or just have a break, runs once
a month in the MCC Cafeteria
from 6-9 pm. Members of the
Campus Union Board as well
as committee members imple
ment games, dinner, crafts and
many other special programs
such as Okefenokee Joe and
puppeteers. For more informa
tion on the next Kids Nite Out,
call 927-5300.

Classifieds
FREE T-SHIRT
+ $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fra
ternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up
to $1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00/VISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
Qualified callers receive
Free T-Shirt
FREE PHONE CARD!
Activate when ready. Lowest cost
prepaid phone cards on the mar
ket! 19cent/minute. anywhere in
the U.S. anytime of day. Re
charge when used up. For your
free card send a S.A.S.E. to F.T .
Bazemore, P.O. Box 16827, Sa
vannah, Ga. 31416.

HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $480
weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic components
at home. Experience unneces
sary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call
1-520-680-7891 EXT C200
SALES ASSISTANT
CUSTOMER RELATIONS
We are looking for a high energy in
dividual interested in marketing and
customer relations to assist in the
maintenance of our owner and pros
pect database, provide owner
followup and coordinate customer
flow in our Dealership. This is a part
time position, primarily afternoons,
early evenings and some Saturdays.
Perfect job for a Marketing Major
as you will learn Direct Marketing.
Direct Mail and improve your Cus
tomer Relations skills. Some PC
skills required.Please call 354-7000
for an appointment.

Enjoy an evening of early mu
sic with Lorraine Jones, flute;
Vali Phillips,violin; and Gene
Jarvis, harpsichord and
fortepiano.
Saturday, February 22,1997 at
8:00 P.M. in the Fine Arts Gal
lery at AASU. Call 927-5325
for information. Sponsored by
the AASU Art and Music De
Package Handlers Needed
partment.
Early morning and evening
shifts. Tuition assistance avail
able.
Contact Ed Humphrey
Manon des Sources
964-1858
Come view a French film with
English subtitles. Refresh
Servers/Beverage Cart
ments will be served.
New restaurant opening. Season
Saturday, February 22, 1997, starts soon. Hiring experienced
7:30 P.M.
energetic people for Savannah's
At theAshmore Auditorium
#1 rated golf course. FT/PT
Free and open to the public
with many perks. Call Rob 651Call 921-5631
5455 to set up interview.
Sponsored by the AASU
SPRING BREAK
French Club
MONTEGO BAY JAMAICA
"All The Fun, All The Sun"
Hotel accommodations, beach
resort, recreation, dining,
transportation included. For
reservations and information
call 920-2335.

The play The Curious Savage,tells the story of Mrs. Ethel Savage
(played by Ivie Nolin), a woman who put aside her foolish dreams to
support the man she loved. When Mr. Savage died, leaving Ethel his
fortune, she embarked on a campaigne to recapture her youthful
dreams - including to star in her own broadway show. "I know I was
awful.. and the audience only came to laugh at me.. but I had a good
time and so did they .. so where's the harm?"
According Mrs. Savage's evil step children Lilly Bell (Kathrin
Barfield) Samue l (Mark Saunders) and Titus (Rob Sturgiss), "the
harm" appears when Mrs. Savage decides to use her fortune to help
others relaize their foolish dreams (such as buying a tomb stone for a
horse). The action of the p lay takes pl ace in the sitting room of the
Cloisters - a very nice private sanitarium , where the step children
have whisked Mrs. Savage in a n attempt to take con trol of her for
tune. The other guests of the Cloisters -Fairy May (Kary Bergstiner)
Florence (amy Burgin), Jeff (Kevin Marshall), Hanibal (Steve Little)
and Mrs. Paddy (Michelle Robinson) become Mrs. Savages allies in
this war of wills over the fortune.
Rounding out the cast are the Sanitarium staff of Miss Willie (Gin
ger Hajek) and Dr. Emmett (Petey Uwasha Ageyu). The play is di
rected by Dr. Mellen, Designed by Dr. Miller and stage managed by
Kris Monroe.

special euents

BRITISH STUDIES:**^

REVIVING THE TRADITION

?

Eighty three chidren! What?
By Heather R. Whitley
EMCEES Chairman
Campus Union Board

throu2h7u^?7frAmJUne22 °n their own- Independent years, the trip to London will
On January 25, a staff
. , JL wMJ
' Armstrong study options in a variety of be a homecoming of sorts.
°nCe a§ain have academic disciplines may also
A monthly British Studies member from Oatland Island
a renjar a e opportunity to be available.
Newsletter provides updates brought several snakes, turtles,
spen lve weeks living and
The British Studies Pro- on program offerings and ser- and alligators for the children
stu ying in t e heart of En- gram—created over a dozen vices, including information to see and touch. She also
_ asses in British The- years ago by Dr. Roger on flights, lodging, program taught the children a song
atre, ntish Culture, and the Warlick, then Head of the De- costs, financial aid, courses, about reptiles. Afterwards, the
Literature of London will meet partment of History at Arm- tours, theatre presentations, children enjoyed making
in central London, with hous- strong—has returned after a and the like. In addition, a hotdogs in blankets for their
ing at the nearby Atlas Hotel, year's absence. Happily, Dr. London Handbook has been dinner with a real chef from the
In addition to gaining up to Warlick (now professor emeri- published to prepare Arm- Chart House, Milton Fontanez Milton Fontanez shows children how to make food an edible art
twelve hours of academic tus) has agreed to rejoin the strong students for their five from Puerto Rico. For desert,
Please feelfree to come out
credit, participants in the Brit- program in 1997 and again weeks of study and adventure Milton a ided them in making March 29 - Kids Nite Out
ish Studies Program will un- teach a course in British Cul- in London. To obtain free cop- edible playdough, which Olympics with a variety of ac and join us or just bring the
dertake numerous excursions ture.
ies of the newsletter and hand- seemed to be a good choice as tive games, relays and prizes. kiddies and drop them off. It
(from the Tower of London to
Accompanying
Dr. book—or to receive a prelimi they were able to create snakes, Also included is dinner and is a free program for kids age
3 and up and is guaranteed to
Stonehenge, from the Inns of Warlick will be the new direc- nary application form—call turtles and alligators and then lots of fun.
make each and every child
Court to the Field of the Forty tor of the program, Dr. Rich- (921 5626) or visit the Office consume them. Finally, it was
Footsteps), attend several the- ard Nordquist, a professor of of Academic Services & Non- center time at last and they April 12 - Kids Nite Out Fair smile and want to come back
atre productions (including a English and the assistant dean traditional Learning in Gamble were ab le to be creative and in the Sports Center. $2-pub- again and again. A program
interact while playing with lots lic, $1.50 for students, faculty you definitely don't want to
visit to the newly restored of Academic Services. For 104.
Globe Theatre), and have Nordquist, who studied and
The deadline for applica- of toys. As each child was and staff. Games, prizes, and miss, because each one is to
tally different. For more infor
picked up, he/she was given a food
weekends free to travel about taught in England for eight tions is March 17.
mation contact Heather Whit
goodie bag with a coupon in it
and some candy. Great May 17- "Okefenokee Joe" in ley or Dion Couch in the Stu
the park with dinner, recre dent Activities Office at 927evening!
Some upcoming Kids Nite ation, marshmallow roast and 5300.
On a more personal note, I
more exciting things.
Out Programs are:

Early Spring Festival
Features toe Arts

Make plans to attend the
eighth annual Savannah
Onstage International Arts Fes
tival February 27 - March 9.
Look for news about the
American Traditions Com
petition and the free tickets
which will be available for
Armstrong students and fac
ulty March 2-6, when the pre
liminary rounds are held are
held in the Fine Arts Audito
rium. Thirty-seven singers
from nineteen states will be
competing for 425,000 in
prizes.
Student tickets are available
for most Festival events. The
World Premiere of Once in
Palm Beach, will take place in
The savannah Theatre Febru
ary 27- March 2. The new mu
sical is the work of Charles
Strouse, composer of Annie
and Bye, Bye Birdie, and
Strouse will take the opportu
nity to fine-tune the play for
Singer Darryl Williams
Broadway. Quite a coup for
This lively presentation, plaintive air on the tin whistle
Savannah!!! The World Class
or singing and playing rous
Concert Series will feature based on his studies and per
ing traditional songs to theac
eight international artists who sonal experiences, is both en
companiment
of the guitar or
have won some of the world s tertaining and enlightening.
Dublin born folk-singer and the banjo, he brings commit
most prestigious classical and
multi-instrumentalist, Tom ment and depth to his perfor
jazz competitions during 1996
mance. Tom is a graduate of
— vocal, guitar, piano, cello, O'Carroll, brings a wealth of
university college, Dublin.
violin and saxophone. The stories, humor and wit to his
Tom O'Carroll will be per
Jazz Weekend March 8-9 will performances. He has played
forming
in Jenkins Hail
include three jazz brunches, at concerts, festivals, clubs and
March 3rd at Noon. Every
three free concerts, and a late colleges all over the U.S. and
Canada, as well as his native one is welcome to this perfor
evening jam session with many
Ireland. Whether playing a mance sponsored by VAPAC.
of the musicians brought to Sa
vannah by Savannah Onstage.
And twenty-four "offstage
events" will range from juried
art shows to a five-day organ
concert series, and from Ecua
dorian musicians in concert to
a lecture on Early American
Theatre by Anna Strasberg or
the Lee Strasberg Theatre In
stitute.
_
,
Call Savannah Onstage tor
a full schedule, 236-5745.
Irish Travellers, also known
as "tinkers", comprise a very
small, but interesting segment
of Irish society. They have
their own language, folkways
and traditions. This presenta^efforts to conduct their
hhftory family structure
the similarities to other
and their
Europe.

S1H

travelling &

appreciation of

attachment to die Travel-

ler way of life-

Violinist Linda Wang

want to thank A1 Ha rris, Dion
Couch, and all of my committee
members who have helped in
making this program a success
each and every time. It has truly
been my favorite program and I
enjoy leading as well as prepar
ing for it each month. Before
each program I always recall one
of my favorite poems. I hope it
will mean something to you also.
It will not matter 100 years
from now what kind of car I
drove,Who I kn ew, or what
kind of job I h ad, but that I
was important in the life of
a child!

Trish Ferro volunteers to play Big Sister for the night.

Thanks again to all the support
that many have given me over the
past year and a half.
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Homecoming 199? - fill 3tied Up!

smmm
Dance Team Entertains

The Pirates Roasted the Patriots 73 - 59

Sleepy Sleepy

The Biology Club wins
the $100 Banner Contest

Homecoming King and Queens

Ebony Talent and Fashion Show Gives
Students a Chance to Shine!

Putting the finishing touches on the set of The
Creative Savage

AASU Cheerleaders are the Best!

Heather Whitley serves Homecoming Cake and
Cokes to a Hungry Crowd

Drum Circle

Dance Team Wows the Crowd

Not this time! The Lady Pirates poured on the heat
to beat Francis Marion by 3 points!

tun and fames

February 14,1997
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Ebony Coalition and MAPS Put on Fashion Show
and Talent Contest During Homecoming 1997

I „rie Williams (right...'as always' - just kidding)
"Okay girls, this is a Pirate, this is a Patriot. The
°te goes here, the Patriot goes there...Got it, or
^ we need to go over this one more time.

sports

February 14,1997

there are the real gyms that out" in a recent survey by The
Sports Quiz
have weights, and there's like American Dietetic Associatby Larry D uncan
the 'Y' things that have all the ion's Consumer Nutrition Hot
1. Who won the 1968 Olympic
machines and light weights Line. Still, 75 percent of the gold medal in the high jump?
2. Who was the only boxer to
and towels so you don't sweat, people surveyed also said they
defeat Jack Dempsey twice in title
and there you have guys and "need to eliminate certain fights?
The Lady Pirates weren't
3. What sport is considered the
girls who don't know what foods," such as sweets, fried
having a good day when they
they're doing that get in the foods and high-fat items from easiest for gamblers to "fix ?
4. Who was known as "The Babe
their eating plans.
played USC Aiken on Wednes
way, and it's dangerous.
Ruth of Japan"?
5. Who was the first man to run the
"But in the real gyms the girls The survey found while
day, January 29th. Maybe it
mile in less than four minutes?
was just hump day, or maybe
that go there know what Americans say they know they
6. What NFL team was named for
it was the fact that the Aiken
they're doing," he said.
should be eating a more health- its first coach?
7. On what holiday is the In
Monique McRipley, a gradu- ful diet, theydon't want to give dianapolis
women ran circles around
500 run?
ate student in biomedical en- up their favorites, either,
them and shot three pointers
8. How high is the center of a tennis
continuously without interfer
gineering, knows what she is Eighty-percent of respondents net?
Sports Quiz Answers
doing and is notdaunted by the surveyed by the ADA said they
ence.
1. Dick Fosbury; 2. Gene Tunney;
The Pirates played predicmen lifting beside her. Six recognize the importance of
3. boxing; 4. Sadaharu Oh; 5. Roger
tively with few new surprises
years ago when she started it good nutrition—but only 35 Bannister; 6. the Cleveland Browns;
and it didn't take Aiken long
vvas a little different, however, percent said they are doing all 7. Memorial Day; 8. three feet
©1097 by King Features Synd.
"Initially there's a sense of they can to eat right,
to figure out an offensive at
intimidation but if you sort of And about 65 percent said that
tack that crushed the Pirates
educate yourself about the their major roadblock to eating
"to the rim" tactic of throwing
the ball. No sooner would the
right technique and form you better is that they're afraid they
???????????????????????????
can
pretty much go in there," have to give up their favorite
shooter gain control of the ball,
?????????????
'??????????????
McRipley said. "A lot of the foods or spend a lot of time
than a swarm of flying hands
'??????????????
clubs I've been to have certain preparing healthful meals,
• ?????????????
blocked the shooter's view
??????????????????????????????????
segments for women weight Not so, claims the ADA.
with predictable results- "Air
(NAPS)—Perhaps you've tried
lifting so if you work out "Pasta, chicken, chocolate, ice
Ball"!
walking for fitness and health, but
amongst other women first and cream, pizza and french fires do you know all you need to know?
To their credit, the Lady
make sure you know tech- are as American as baseball These questions, based on facts •
Pirates struggled on, but even
found in Walking Magazine, may
a stern tongue lashing by
niques better and then sort of and apple pie,and can bea part show you if you're stepping in the
Coach Lynn Jarrett couldn't
wean your way into the men's of a healthful eating plan," said right direction.
1. A brisk walk, optimum, for
help them pick up the pace as
weight facilities, it works out Nancy Schwartz, the director health
walking for most people, is
the final buzzer sounded:
O.K."
of ADA's National Center for taken at a rate of (a) 3.5 to 4 mph
13.4 to 14 mph (c) 35 to 40 mph?
Aiken - 79, AASU -51.
Freshman Sarah Thomas said Nutrition and Dietetics, (b) 2.
If your muscles are slightly
Look for the Lady Pirates
older men in her hometown of "People don't have to give up sore when you begin or increase
at their next home game on Number 30,Kristi Parker, is mobbed by team Aiken, as North Canton, Ohio, seemed their favorite tasty foods. All your exercise walking program,
you're probably doing it wrong, (a)
February 19, against UNC team mate Christa Vaughan moves in to help.
offended that she and other foods can be part of a health- True (b) False?
3. The average person burns
Pembroke.
women lifters were not intimi- ful eating when consumed in
roughly (a) 8 to 10 (b) 18 to 20 (c)
Weightlifting Attracts dated by them, but she has not moderation."
80 to 100 calories a mile walking?
4. To get the best workout,
found that to be the case at the Schwartz recommends the folswing your arms wildly from side
More Women
university.
lowing guidelines:
to side as you walk, (a) True (b)
"Being in good physical shape • Be realistic. Make small False?
By Mindy Charski
Your body benefits most if
Northwestern University
is a personal thing for every- gradual changes in your eating you5.exercise
for at least (a) 3 (b) 30
EVANSTON, 111.—Women one, an d I'm not going to let pattern and level of physical (c) 300 minutes a day?
Answers
have been weight lifting aside anyone else's ideals or ideas activity,
1. (a) You don't have to be a
men for years. But with the about what should or shouldn't • Be adventurous. Eat a wider speed demon to benefit from walk
increased emphasis today on be discourage me from doing variety of foods. The next time ing. That rate is only slightly
faster than the average pace of
cross training and toning, that," she added,
you're at the supermarket, grab about three miles an hour.
2. (b) False. When you start a
greater numbers are heading
a fruit or vegetable you
program or increase the intensity
past the aerobics class and
wouldn't normally try.
or distance quickly you may expe•
cardio machines into the J^LJ
SwifflffiCr Be flexible. Don't get upset
if you blow your diet during
weight room.
one meal or on one day. And
But should women be worry-,
ing that male lifters' grunts and
^
don't think that every time you
clanking of iron carry an un- LAWRgNC£ Kan.—Seth exercise it has tobe a two-hour
derlying message—a message
marathon. Balance your physi
Dunscomb, a University of
that women are not welcome?
cal activity and what you eat
Kansas senior and co-captain
Hardly. A random survey of
over several days.
of the varsity swim team, died
Northwestern University men
• Be sensible. Listen to your
Jan. 22 during swim practice.
found that most men not only
mom: all things in moderation.
Teammates said Dunscomb
do not care, but have a posi
Enjoy your favorite foods; just rience slight muscle soreness while
had gotten out ofthe water and
your body adapts.
tive attitude about women lift
don't overdo it.
3. (c) In addition, walking teach
was sitting on the pool deck
• Be active. Walk to class in es the body to use fat for energy, so
ing.
when he collapsed. The cause
"When I'm down there I'm
stead of d rive. Take the stairs you'll become a more efficient calo
rie burner over time.
of death was unknown, al
instead of the elevator.
pretty focused, and it doesn't
4. (b) False. A gentle arm swing
though Dunscomb had a his
can
help you get the most from a
"Balancing out a variety of se
really hinder or help me," NU
walk. Bend your arms at a 90tory of asthma.
lections over the course of a degree angle at the elbows. Trace
senior Allan Daily said. "I
The men's swimming and div
day or week, with an empha an arc with your fists from your
think it's really good that
ing team immediately canceled
hip to the center line of t he chest,
but no higher. Keep your arms par
Dana Cummings, #12, goes up for a shot for AASU as #5, women aren't intimidated to games against the universities sis on grain-based dishes and
allel to your body—don't be a
fruits
and
vegetables,
can
lead
come
down
and
lift
with
a
Leysha Coppin of USC Aiken looks on. Coppin at 5'5"
of Iowa andWisconsin as those
to an overall healthful eating chicken-winger!
moved like a tornado and literally ran circles around the bunch of guys."
5. (b) Even ten to 15 minutes
who knew the 21-year-old
pattern," Schwartz said. walking a day can help however.
The presence women bring to
AASU team as she impressed everyone with her talent.
struggled to deal with the loss.
Walking Magazine is available
"Moreover, physical activity is
the weight room is refreshing
at local newsstands, or you can
"Seth was the type of young
an essential component of a send for a free copy by calling 1for junior Ted Kunkel. "If any
man that I want my boy to
800-924-0084.
healthful lifestyle."
thing I think it helps just to
grow up to be like," said head
make it less exclusive so it's
Trivia Test
coach Gary Kempf. "Seth was
When blood
not like it's all 300-pound guys
by Linda Luckhurst
the best friend ofeverybody in
pressure rises
crashing weights over their
the program."
1. Geography: Where is Dam
Racial discrimination may
heads or something," he said.
Dunscomb was majoring in Square?
partially explain the high rate of
2. At the Movies: What film fea
Ben Haber, who just gradu
hypertension among black
mechanical engineering. In tured a character named Kid ShelAmericans, according to a
ated, lifts with his girlfriend.
high school, he hadexcelled in leen?
new study. Some findings:
"It's nice," he said.
3. World Leaders: Who was nick
swimming and track and field. named the "Iron Lady"?
Who's more likely to have
Junior Izzy Aguilera said that
At KU, he placed fourth in the 4. Bible Spices: What seasoning is
high blood pressure

It was Hump Day for Lady
Pirates as Aiken wins 79-51

QUICK
QUIZ

Dies In Practice

he too is generally focused on

his routine but can be dis
tracted by improper form. "If
I see them, it doesn't have to
be a female but a man also,
doing something wrong, I'll
bring it up to their attention,"
he said. "They're usually ap
preciative."
WHO: FOUR MAN G OLF TEAMS
NU alumnus Frank Johnson,
who has been lifting for 41
WHAT: THE WINTER GOLF TOURNAMENT
years, said that like 15 years
ago when women started liftWHEN: TOURNAMENT B EGINS FEBRUARY 27, 1997 ing with him, no one seems to
REGISTRATION T HROUGH F EBRUARY 20 .
care that women are in the
weight room. He said the isWHERE: HENDERSON G OLF CLUB
sue is actually one of e xperience rather than gender.
COST: f15.00 PER P ERSON
"There are two types of gyms

IS0RED BY INTRAMURALS AND R ECREATION
FOR MORE INFORMATION C ONTACT.
LYNN R OBERTS 921-2080

2qo

individual medley and

eighth in the 200 butterfly at
the Big Eight Conference
Championship last year.
A complete autopsy was
planned to determine the cause
of death.

Pizza O.K., But...
By College Press Service
CHICAGO—Take
away
pizza, pasta, chicken, ice
cream, chocolate and french
fries, and life wouldn't be the
same for many Americans,
These are the all-time favorite
foods that the majority of callers said they"cannot live with-

mentioned more than 30 times in the

Bible?
5. Morse Code: What number is
represented by five dashes in M orse
Code?
6. Weights and Measurements:
What's a gross?
7. All That Glitters: What fraction
pure is 18-carat gold?
8. Academy Awards: What two
performers tied for the 1968 Best
Actress Oscar?

Trivia Test Answers
1. Amsterdam; 2. "Cat Ballou"; 3.
Margaret Thatcher; 4. salt; 5. zero; 6.
144; 7. three-quarters; 8. Barbra
Streisand and Katharine Hepburn

• Blacks who accept unfair
treatment, rather than
challenge it
• Blacks who keep their
experiences to themselves,
rather talk about them
•Working class blacks, rather
than professionals
•Working class black women,
rather working class black men
SOURCE: Study Of 4,086 black
Americans, 25 to 37 years old,
reported in American Journal of
Public Health

©1996 by King Features Synd.

A pair of g ood shoes is good for 1,000 miles. A pair o f bicycle tires
is good for 4,000 miles.
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Still Married After All These Years Surfing Your Way To Romance

V

Personals Z

By: Alisha Evans

iy Colleen DeBaise
College Press Service
Day, or "Lupercalia" as ancient
Valentine's Day was the day Jody Lee/ Stuart, My
Even if you tend to pull fail- Roman wolf-haters called it, when, according to an ancient Love/for you Lyyy-great
the birds chose their I thought everyone/
ing grades when it comes to the on the site Amore on the Net tradition,
mates for the year.
fhtntid/hnow. Happy
school of love, there's no rea- (www.holidays.net/amore/).
Valentine/'yDay!
- LLya/
son to be lonely this There's also a short biography
Is
a
condom
a
Valentine's Day.
°f Cupid.
proper
valentine? ^
^e/toyowjake/,
websites offer lessons Those who still need to r
1
from/ your honey bear.
r.„.
By Lorie Williams
in the art of romance. After a sweeten their social skills
I received a copy of a letfew hours of studying these might enjoy Sugarplums
sites' secrets, you can deliver (www.w2.comvalentines.html), ter by the American Social Nobody honey around/
your sweetheart a love poem where the text ("how to in- Health Association advising Uke/you/doPeathey,
Cyrano would envy—or even crease your kissability") is set that Valentine's Day, February hugy arxd/ hiMey - WF &
the stars in the sky.
against a pink background of 14, 1997 is National Condom JP.
or example, the Love and puckering lips. Sugarplums Day. The reasoning by ASHA
Romance
Home
Page claims to celebrate "all that is president Peggy Clarke is as
w w w . e l e c t p r e s s . c o m / r o m a n t i c " a n d i n c l u d e s a l o t o f f o l l o w s : " A s a r o m a n t i c o c c a - ^ ArYmtovufr State/. She/
oveandromance) guarantees sensuous recipes.
sion, Valentine's Day is an ap- ^to^dLy about 5*6" or 5 7"
to "help you find the love of Also, there's tips on which propriate time to focus on the with long/blorid/hair. She/
your life, then keep the fires of flowers to send. For instance, importance of safer sex. We hay a/niece/whom/she/(xdly
ove burning bright through the the gift of a cactus means "My encourage sex partners to talk
db^Xr^fa/
years."
heart burns with love for you," openly about the sensitive subBible/ School. I
According to the site, the way whereas a geranium simply ject of sexual health and to use yuwehtieenheryince/July
to catch your sweetie's atten- says, "You are my truefriend." condoms to protect one an- and/1 hcweht heard/from/
tion, of course, is by sending a Sugarplums even has the an- other from sexually transmit- her infive/ monthy.I arvva/
mushy love letter. In case the swer to the burning question: ted diseases."
hxa^^Vo^iur^iOR 'and/
only rhyme you've committed what does a rose's color mean?
I disagree with linking ro- ^^i^touchwithher.I
to memory is an off-color lim- (White is "innocence"; pink is mance to sex. A ring around oa/n/'t offer wvuoh mrrre/
erick, the site offers a few ro- "friendship"; yellow is "re- the wallet is not romantic, than my grat
itude/ if you/
mantic verses that are sure to spect"; and red is "passionate, Love is not sex. Sex is not help vne, but I would/ apallure. Here's an example:
carnal love.")
love. Love is waiting until you predate/it. - 3enWaltery
By Radha Narayanan
treated with carrot and alfalfa
Your silken hair can entrance; For love with an international are in a mutually exclusive reI am sure that you all have juice,
Receded/ from/micron
your stunning smile can hyp- flair, Aphrodite's Love Palace lationship involving mo
— (ppp-uAO.arcccnet.com/
heard of old wives' tales of *Eating cucumbers are gooc
notize;
(www.purple.co.uk/purplet/ nogamy. I believe that a per- [204 188 47 169]) by
how to treat certain problems, for low blood pressure.
and both together do enhance love.html) lists 10 ways to say son should wait to give the gift frctbdoor arcccnet.com/
You might have wondered if
the beauty of your lovely "I love you." For instance, a of themselves until they are (8.7.4(8.6.9) Mon, 3 felr
they really are true or just made 'Eating raw potatoes can preeyes.'
Finnish flame might like to married. Some would call that 1 9 9 7 .
up stories. Well, I just wanted vent blemishes on the face,
So it's not exactly Shake- hear "(Ma) rakastan sua."
prudish conservatism, but I
to share some home remedies
speare. But if you'd like to And then there's Give Your believe in saving yourself from Muslcal Valentine
that I have heard about. I don't 'Eating gelatin is good for
impress your intended with a Valentine the Stars(www.new- all the problems of sexually
(NAPS)—On Valentine's Day,
know if they are good, but for splitting nails,
few words from the great bard kewl.com/star.html). If your transmitted diseases and emo- give yourself or your partner the
better or worse, here they are!
and master lovebird, check out sweetie puts a twinkle in your tional attachments involved in gift of music.
•Drink 8 glasses of water or 'Drinking pineapple juice anc Valentine.com (www.valentine eye, you might want to buy sex.
Fdntfytirtie"
juice every day for cold or flu eating ginger root can help .com).
him or her an actual star. After
By the way, a condom is
symptoms.
with morning sickness.
romantic
For a fee, cards with Shake- all, "the cost of being remem- not absolute protection. AbstiCLASSICS
speare's work ("When love bered for all eternity is a neg- nence is absolute. On the is•Use Aloe Vera to treat aller •To prevent musclecramps, eat
speaks, the voice of all the ligible $49.95," according to sue of discussing sex with your
gies.
apples
gods makes heaven drowsy the site.
partner, if you can't talk about
f)
with the harmony") or that of If, after all this, you're hear- sex, how can you even think
•Take Vitamin E for the symp •Celery can prevent premature
other romantic poets can be ing wedding bells, stop by the of having it. You should dis
toms of Alzheimer's Disease. aging in women
sent to loved ones. And for an Chapel of Love (www.shewey. cuss your views on the imporextra special valentine, not to com/wedding/bgr0004/text/ tance of sex and the equally
•Drink Vegetable Juice to *To get rid of dark circles
mention an extra $2, the card bgr0004a.htm), which bills it- important view of waiting for
Valentine's Day is just around
rejuve nate the lungs of around the eyes, drink parsley
can be postmarked from self as "probably the most love. Acondom is not a proper the corner and for thousands of
people with
asthma.
and beet juice.
couples around the country, the
Loveland,
Colo.—"The tasteful wedding chapel in Las valentine.
anxiety level is rising: What to
Sweetheart Capital of the Vegas."
give? What to get? How to achieve
Health & Nutrition
•To get rid of Athlete's Foot, •Watermelon juice is good for
perfect ambience....For the most
World."
Lastly, for those unlucky in
by Judith Sheldon
soak the feet in warm water quenching your thirst,
romantic day of the year, RCA
Romantics on a budget might love, there's Kaplan's Lonely
with vinegar.
Massage is a form of therapy that Victor & Family Circle have
react with glee to"1,001 Ways Hearts (www.kaplan.com/holi- goes back in recorded history for al devised the perfect gift, for your
•Eating carrots and celery is
or for your partner.
to Be Romantic" (www.godek day/lonely.html). Sure to most 4000 years. It's been shown self"Romantic
Classics," the lat
•Berries can neutralize the good for hay fever.
w hen done by skillful people, est disk in the Family Circle
.com). The site's filled with please is theapology note gen- that
massage can benefit cancer patients
smell of cigarette smoke in
will help you set the
inexpensive ideas for aphro- erator "It's not over until it's by reducing the perception of pain, Collection,
ideal atmosphere for the unforget
your breath.
•To prevent hair loss, eat lots
disiacs ("Present him with a over," and a link which says and can also help premature babies table moment. With melodies from
gain weight. Also, as noted in the
of cucumbers.
bowl full of green M&M's") "dump your beloved electroni- January 1997 issu e of the University some of classical music's most
popular themes, this disc features
•Eating spinach and carrotscan
and seductive mood lighting cally . . . when you don't care of Texas Lifetime Health Letter, the best of the famous RCA Victor
help indigestion.
•Aloe vera will remove vari
can alleviate breathing catalog. As you decide on the
("String little white Christmas enough to send the very best." massage
problems in children with asthma.
cose veins.
menu and the decor for that spe
tree lights around the window There's also a downloadable
Massages can help ease stress, ten cial night, ease your mind about
•Aloe vera is good as fist aid
frames." )
movie of actual heart surgery, sion, and anxiety by reducing stress which music to play.
for wounds, burns, and infec •Eating carrotsand spinach can
hormones, and by stimulating the
"Romantic Classics" will
Historians can learn more for those who complain a little brain to release chemicals such as help you make that special occa
help prevent colon cancer.
tions.
endorphin or serotonin that enhance sion an evening to remember.
about the origins of Valentine's too much about heartache.

love you but I can't think of
of right words to say.I long to tell
a romantic within us all. Some you that I'm always thinking
spar t at comes to life even of you, I'm always thinking of
w 1 e we pretend to scoff at you, but my words just blow
sappy movies. Tonight, my away, just blow away..."
own romantic ember beamed
I watched the bittersweet
bright as I witnesses a man scene, feeling like an intruder,
tearfully serenade the woman though my presence went comhe loved.
pletely unnoticed by the pair.
The setting was a simple As the song ended, and thetwo
room, the two sat across from continued to stare into each
each other, sharing a silent other's eyes as though seeing
meal, with Cat Stevens pour- the meaning of life before
ing his heart out on the CD them, I found myself fighting
player. The man — lover of tears of my own. Such love!
action films and tennis courts. The couple before me had
and a one-time carpenter — weathered many a storm, but
grabbed the brunette's hand they have found the rainbow's
when "How Can I Tell You" end. And their pot of gold?
began to play. Gazing into her Two simple circlets on the
blue-gray eyes, he raised his third finger of their left hands,
voice and softly sang: "How exchanged twenty-two years
can I tell you that I love you, I ago.
10
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Home Remedies
For Better or For Worse

•Drinking carrot, lettuce, and »Green leafy vegetables anc
green bell pepper juice can pineapple juice can prevent
help gray hair.
bronchitis.
•

•Hemorrhoids can be treated
I hope that you enjoyec
by eating carrots and spinach, reading the various home rem
edies. Some are very strange
•Watermelon seeds are good and some might actually work
• for reducing high blood pres- It sure is fun to read them and
wonder about them. So if you
sure
want, try then or don't!
•Respiratory infections can be •

Chocolate facts

Some tasty pieces of information abou t
a favorite treat.

•Avoid feeding chocolate
to dogs. One of the
chemicals in chocolate,
theobromine, can cause
increased heart rate, heart
failure and death.
• Use caution in feeding
chocolate to small
children. While chocolate
is not high in caffeine (the
average bar has six
milligrams per ounce,
compared to 180 milligrams
in a five ounce cup of
coffee), it does have
stimulating properties.

•Teenagers rest easy.
Chocolate does not cause
acne.

SOURCE;

SSXS/StSS

a sense of feeling good. Dr. Sharon
Available at better record
Weinstein, assistant professor of stores in your area or to order by
medicine at the U T M.D. Anderson phone call The Music Source at 1by Teresa Thome
Cancer Center, says, "Massage is the 800-396-5465.
Today's column is contributed by choose to portray themselves to sympathetic manipulation of the
body's soft tissues, primarily the
Chris Hooker-Haring, Director of prospective students.
Admissions, Muhlenberg, College, An important part of the college muscles."
Massage manipulation techniques
Allentown, Pa.
shopping process is visiting a numOne of the most common mistakes ber of campuses for a first-hand look include:
students make as they begin their at the college. If thecampus offers an * Stroking (or effluerage) — done
college search is to start with the interview, have one. It's a chance to with slow, rhythmic strokes per
external. A better place to start is find out more about them and help formed with fingertips, palms,
with yourself, looking inward at who them find out more about you. If they thumbs, or knuckles.
By: Alisha Evans ^8^#^
* Compression — kneading or
you are, what you know about your- offer student-guided tours, take one.
"petrissage"
—
alternately
tighten
self atthis point in your life, and wha
t It ca n offer a helpful student's-eye
He was a sweet guy...
your goals and values are at this par- view of the experience on that cam- ing and loosening hands, fingers,
thumbs, as they pick up and release
if it weren't for his sneering,
ticular point of your development, pus. Consider as well a returnvisit to
muscle; also rolling and wringing.
The college search and selection sit in on classes, meet with faculty or
his
pride, his arrogance,
* Friction — fingertip pressure to
process is a great growth oppor- coaches, eat the food in the dining
and that God-awful earring!
move a muscle or soft tissue away
tunity, and a great chance to clarify hall, and perhaps stay overnight in a
from the bone.
some things about who you are and residence hall,
* Percussion or "tapotement" —
He was a responsible boyfriend...
who you want to be.
Aside from the broad-focus ques- alternate gentle tapping or striking
when he could remember our date,
Are you the kind of person who tions, there is a main question to be movements done with the hands.
quit eyeing "the other girl,"
loves the excitement and energy of a answered: "Are they good at what I
* Vibration and jostling — shaking
city environment, or do you prefer want?" The Admissions Office is back and forth in a wavelike motion.
and stopped showing up late.
the natural b eauty and outdoors that one place to start. Ask if they can
There are also various types of
a more rural s etting might provide? provide statistical data about the massages including Swedish, Shiatsu
He was a cheerful person...
Do you want the diversity and range recent placement records of your (or acupressure), reflexology, rolfunless he was moping,
of options that a large school can departments of interest. Can the ing, triggerpoint therapy, and sogrouchy, glaring or frowning—
provide, ordo you value the potential graduates get into graduate school? called "sports massage" used in
still,
I found myself hoping.
for personalization and community Do they get jobs? What kind of as- training before and after a sports
that a smaller college environment sistance does the college provide event, as well as in rehabilitation.
offers?
with all this? Don't settle for verbal
For there was one thing about him:
Before you go for a massage, do
Do not allow cost to drive your generalities or platitudes on this three very important things first:
he was an original cook.
search process in the beginning- score-push for hard statistics.
Check with your doctorto make sure
So what, if he borrowed recipes
Many of the very expensive private While the college search andselec- a massage is safe for you, especially
from a book?
,
colleges are awarding literally mil- tion process can seem confusing, if you have any serious or chronic
lions of dollars in financial aid each remember that it is a process. Take it medical condition; Check to be sure
Finally, he asked me home for a meal
year — in some cases, making them one step at atime and happyhunting! your therapist is licensed. (Your doc
I sat at the table, awed by the sight
less expensive to attend than a state- Share your views with us. Send tor may be able to refer you to a
supported institution.
! em '°EdlJca'ionToday,KmgFea- qualified massage therapist); Check
I took one small taste,
with the therapist so that you know
Wri.e or call for infonmta ®
and it was love at first bite!
your choices. Get on the mailing listsMmu^s muU b. oo mor. than exactly what she or he plans to do,
at a number of colleges in which you 520 wordsrand ^not be returned, and if you're uncomfortable at any
have some interest. See how they There is no remuneration for this. time during the massage, speak up.
©1997 by King Feature« Synd.
We simply solicit your opinions.
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Natasha's Stars

Test Your Star Wars I.Q.

ARIES (March 21 to April 19) Get
out
and visit those friends you
comes from the Greek word
haven't seen in a while. You're at
'leukos" or light. Also, the bib
By Colleen DeBaise
your best presenting new ideas.
lical
Luke was a gentile who However, some find themselves
College Press Service
"Luke," invokes Darth Vader, converted to Christianity and dealing with evasive types who are
in an ominously raspy voice. became an apostle. That less than open. Toward the end of the
seemed appropriate for the week, you're ready for some much"I.. .am.. .your.. .father!"
needed rest and relaxation.
That was the sensational con young man who discovers
TAURUS (April 20 toMay 20) It's
a great week for meetings with
clusion of "Return of the Jedi," "The Force."
the last installment of the "Star The name Han Solo stems bankers and with real estate profesWars" trilogy in which dizzy- from two sources:"Han" is the I sionals if you're looking for achange chores this weekend.
in residence. Career interests gowell
ing visuals left movie-goers archaic pronunciation of the generally. This weekend, avoid
SCORPIO (October 23 to
feeling like they'd been hit by common boy's name, John, I spending too much money on November 21) You're intrigued by a
fascinating cultural interest this
a dark star.
while "Solo" isborrowed from |frivolous pursuits.
week. Higher-ups are feeling
GEMINI
(May
21
to
June
20)
But would the trilogy,to be re- the character Napoleon Solo in
Couples should try to spend some slighted, so be sure to show proper
released Jan. 31 with digitally "The Man from U.N.C.L.b. A quality time together this week, even respect. This weekend, a comremastered effects, pack as character named Napoleon if you need to take a day off to do so. promise is in order on the social
much punch if Darth Vader Solo also appeared in the Some soul-searching is in order, scene,
had been named, say, "Jean- James
Bond
novel, You've been a bit inflexible with SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
certain people and overly critical of December 21) Leisure interests are
Luc"? Of if the lovely Princess "Goldfinger."
highlighted this week. Some take up
|others.
Leia answered to the Greek- Princess Leia's name evokes
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) a new hobby, while others meet with
goddess-like "Xena"?
the character Princess Dejah I You make an early start this week to an exciting romantic possibility.
Filmmaker George Lucas re- Thoris in Edgar Rice get a jump on the competition which Over the weekend, while out anc
cently told The New York Burroughs' "John Carter of has been breathing down your neck about, avoid spending too much
of late. Keep your eyes open for new money.
Times just where on earth he Mars" tales, and also Lady opportunities. Use discretion if dis
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
came up with the catchy names Galadriel of Lothlorien in
cussing financial matters with an January 19) You make acceptable
progress at work. However, a family
that launched a thousand ac J.R.R. Tolkien's "Lord o f the overly talkative friend.
member feels you're not being attenLEO
(July
23
to
August
22)
You
Rings." The braids that l ook
tion figures.
I need some time alone this week to tive enough and makes more
As it turns out, names such as like earmuffs are all hers, how- I mull over personal concerns. This demands for your time. Make an ef
"Luke Skywalker" and "Hans ever.
I downtime leads to new insights and fort to reach out to this person over
Solo" did come from earth. The loveable robot R2-D2 got 1 conclusions. Later in the week, it's a the weekend.
Lucas said he borrowed from his name froma sound editor's I good time for shopping and gadding AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) The research you do on
a mix of literary, cultural and shorthand for "Reel Two, Dia- I about.
VIRGO (August 23 to September an investment concern leads you to
linguistic sources to devise the logue Two" during the making j 22) Parents should seek out teachers correct conclusions. Behind-the
memorable names.
of another Lucas flick, land set up meetings this week. scenes moves are best in business as
Partners are in sync, but you're you execute a low profile. Guard
"I wanted to stay away from "American Grafitti.
your tongue over the weekend.
the kind of science fiction Obi-Wan Kenobi, the Jedi bogged down with niggling detailsat PISCES (February 19 to March
work. Don't get caught up with innames like Zenon and Zorba," knight, got his name from the | consequential matters this weekend. 20) You and your significant other
he told the Times. "They had Japanese word "obi," which is
LIBRA (September 23 to October are in sync. On the social scene this
to sound indigenous and have a sash used to tie a kimono, 122) Early in the week, career week, it's a mixture of highs and
consistency between their The sash, or belt, is thought to I developments are positive. Later in lows. Friends disagree over where to
I the week, you're running into a few go and what to do.
names and their culture."
be connected to Obi-Wan I obstacles to your progress. Special
©1997 by King Features Synd.
That's he why he borrowed Kenobi's status as martial-arts I attention should be paid to details,
especially when tending to domestic
from the Dutch to come up master,

with Darth Vader, which
roughly translates into "Dark
Father." Vader's original name
is Anakin Skywalker—
"Anakin" is a variation on the
race of giants in Genesis, while
"Sky walker " is a take on Loki,
the Norse god of fire and mischief.
Luke Skywalker's name

Also, the desert scenes in "Star
Films" were filmed in
Tataouine, Tunisia. Luke's
home planet, of course, is
"Tatooine."
By the way, Lucas had a rambunctious pet dog named "Indiana," who later lent his name
to the filmmaker's "Indiana
Jones" series.
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12

13

10 11
ACROSS
5 5 7 B
1
3
2
1 Help along
I 15
1b
14
5 Film star
10 Shopping event
19
It
17
14 Part for 5A
1
1
15 Cut closely
23
22
21
20
16 At any time
17 Injure ..
24
18 Satisfies
* I*
32
30 31
19 Blood vessel
27 28 29
20 Office gadget
3A
36
35
22 Certain gear
24 Succinct
H42
38
26 Food container
"
27 Trounce
4/
43
30 Spuds
35 Marsh plants
•50
49]
48
36 Watch face
53
37 Home for bees
51
38 Special bank
1
59 60 61
58
57
54 55 56
account letters
39 Had
64
62
confidence in
42 Civil War
i
66
general
1"
43 Roman money
69
45 Son of Seth
1"
1"
46 Change texts
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48 Abated
50 Begins
ANSWERS
51 "The Ravenpoet
52 Anesthetic
S a 3 b a 3 a N 3 N 3 3 X
1 X N V
54 Money in
1 i a 3n 3 3 n 3 a
reserve
9 Move to another o u 3 N
b V X X *t.H O O d
58 Far-out
place
T V 3 1 a V H S 0 N 1 A V S
62 Indigent
10 Certain fraction
U 3 H X 3 • 3 O d IBi
63 Flower essence 11 Declare
S l H V 1 IS a 3 N 3 S S 3 1
65 Roman fiddler
12 Garlands
a N 3 n V s o N 3 V H 1 n
66 Against
13 Fish-eating bird
a 3 X s n M 1 •V U 1
67 Tennis score
21 Smallest amount 3 3 n
S a 3 3 u
3 A i H 1 V i
68 Ready for
23 By way of
publication
25 Chapter
S 3 o i V 1 0 d •fx V 3 3 al
69 Young person
27 Military practice
N i X 3 s U 3 JJIH
70 Fix in plac e
28 Ghostly
3 S H 3 A 3 u u 3 1 d V X s
29 Dreads
71 Claret and
N 1 3 A s 3 X V S N 1 V H
crimson
31 Food for dobbin
H 3 A 31 9 A V H S 3 T O b
32 Certain vessel
01 3 V 13 8 V
3 V S
DOWN
33 Happening
34 Planter's need
1 Guns, etc.
36 Heap of sand
2 Ship
40 Deserter
3 English author
57 Plant leg
50 Apportioned
41 Old-fashioned
4 Enticed
59 Give up, as land
53 Vestige
44 Common pain
5 State as true
60 Dry
54 Fight
reliever
6 Bums slightly
61 Large number
55 Best of class
47 Sailor
7 Make lace
64 Vat
56 Ballot
49 Period of tim e
8 Atop
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Mr. Foodx,s Grilled Cheese To The Rescue
Recipe Contest
(NAPS)—Grilled cheese sand
wiches are more in fashion today
than ever before. Today's trendiest
restaurants are serving them and
Americans are eating them up to
prove it. That's why Art Ginsburg,
star of the nationally syndicated
"Mr. Food*"' television show, and
the American Dairy Association
are teaming up to host a national
contest to find the country's most
creative and best tasting grilled
cheese sandwiches.
The grand prize winner will
receive $5,000 and a trip for two to
Fort Lauderdale, Florida to see a
taping of "Mr. Food." Four runners-up will receive $1,000 and a
set of Mr. Food cookbooks.
According to a recent survey
conducted by the American Dairy
Association, approximately 83
percent of Americans are grilled
cheese eaters. No longer, however,
is the grilled cheese sandwich lim
ited to just two slices of American
cheese on white bread. In fact, the
survey found that on today's
grilled cheese sandwich anything
goes. Cheese is so versatile that
any combination you choose will
have family and friends lining up
for seconds. From jalapeno pep
pers and Gouda to bacon and
Pepper-Jack, the ingredients are
endless.
To enter Mr. Food's contest,
simply send your original recipe
entry to: "Mr. Food*'s Grilled
Cheese to the Rescue" Recipe
Contest, P.O. Box 81560,
Chicago, IL 81560-0560. Each
entry must contain the contes
tant's name, complete address,
phone number and age. Recipes
must consist of five ingredients or
less and use only domestic (U.S.
produced) cheeses. The contest is
open to adults ages 18 and older.
All recipe entries must be received
by March 21, 1997.
For the official contest rules,
please send a self-addressed
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This y ear, m illions will fil e their ta x re turns
by ph tnt — using T eleFile, a fr ee service from
the IR S. The c all is e asy and re funds are fast.
Cheek y our m ail fo r a T eleFile bo oklet.
Department of the Treasury
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UNIVERSITY2 by Frank Cho
Hi, I WOOLP LIKE 4 CAJES OF
BEAST. 2 CASES BOSCH , A LOSR

OF KUoTty HEAD. A CASE O F
TYTE'X W IOCEP A LE, A CASE °F
24 ouxlee Kep Bou_. A SIX

PACK of N ATry Bo,
A LflfeK oF KAHLUA,
AlWToF PEAO)
StHMATPT AMP A
NEWPcRTBox.

CAN I SEE
-SOME ID,

Boy?

/

If yo u put an old sponge under
the soil of your flower pots you
will ensure both good drainage
and effective moisture holdingMr. Food®
stamped envelope to: "Mr. Food 's
Grilled Cheese to the Rescue"
Official Contest Rules, P.O.
Box 81560, Chicago, IL 815600560.
For inspiration, try Mr. Food's
tantalizing California Grill
recipe:
California Grill
8 slices sourdough bread
1/2 cup guacamole
1 container (8 ounces)
alfalfa sprouts
1 medium-sized tomato, cut
into 8 slices
12 slices (12 ounces) White
Cheddar cheese
Softened butter
Assemble sandwiches by lay
ering 4 slices of bread with gua
camole, alfalfa sprouts, 2 toma
to slices, 3 slices of cheese and
another slice of bread. Butter
both sides of the sandwiches
and cook over medium-low
heat in a skillet for 3-4 minutes
per side, or until cheese is melt
ed and the bread is golden
brown. Makes 4 sandwiches.

Trivia Test
by Linda Luckhurst

1. Bodies of Water: What's the
largest bay in the world?
2. Movies: Who played Felix
Unger in the film version of "The
Odd Couple"?
3. History: Who was the first
president of independent Texas?
4. Horror Novels: Who wrote
The Exorcist"?
5. Noblesse Oblige: What flower's
petals does the British royal family
use as confetti?
6. Animal Characteristics:
What's distinctive about a
palmiped's feet?
7. World Flags: What country's
flag is made upof the Union Jack and
the Southern Cross?
8. Television: What was Rhoda's
maiden name?

R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAIMD

Why rural people d orit
call it "Fast Food"...

1. Hudson Bay; 2. Jack LemiTion;
3. Sam Houston; 4. WilHam peter
Blatty; 5. the rose; 6. they're
webbed; 7. Australia's- 8.
Morgernstern
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